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Abstract
Private individual transportation is becoming cumbersome and expensive, as urban traffic turns
more chaotic, fuel prices increase and the effects of pollutant emissions become evident. Public
transit systems are an answer to reducing the number of cars on the road. Particularly, buses are
an attractive alternative, as they mostly depend on pre-existent infrastructure, having no need for
complex changes. Making some of these buses electric would mean even less tailpipe emissions
and cheaper consumption costs, when compared to fully conventional fleets.
However, electric vehicles have disadvantages, such as lower power and autonomy, scarce
recharge points on most urban networks and vehicle performance greatly dependent on route char-
acteristics. We can solve this with a more conservative approach - using hybrid fleets, comprised
by both electric and conventional buses. This dissertation intends on tackling two main aspects
with this kind of fleets: estimating the performance of the integrated electric buses and obtaining
optimal balances of both kinds of vehicles. To fulfil these goals, real and simulated data of a bus
network in Porto, Portugal, is analysed and heuristic approaches are used to devise hybrid fleet
arrangements.
The conclusions of this study, supported by real data covering a large scope of the public transit
network, formulate general recommendations towards sustainable urban network planning and
management and result in a configuration tool for optimizing mixed bus fleets in such scenarios.
The analysis shows the Porto urban network to be performance-demanding for electric buses, but
their influence to be positive on fuel costs and pollutant emissions. Nonetheless, this work also
makes evident the strong impact of electric vehicle autonomy and purchase prices on the return of
investment for configured mixed bus fleets.
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Resumo
O caos urbano, a instabilidade dos preços de combustível e os efeitos cada vez mais evidentes
da emissão de poluentes atmosféricos têm tornado o transporte individual privado frequentemente
desagradável e dispendioso. Sistemas de transporte público são uma resposta possível para a
redução do número de automóveis nas estradas; Em particular, autocarros são uma alternativa
atraente, visto dependerem maioritariamente de infraestruturas pré-existentes sem necessitarem de
mudanças significativas. Adicionalmente, o uso de autocarros elétricos na rede significaria uma
maior redução de emissões poluentes e consumos de combustível mais baixos, quando comparado
com frotas de autocarros exclusivamente convencionais.
No entanto, veículos elétricos também apresentam desvantagens, tais como menor potência
e autonomia, um escasso número de pontos de recarga em grande parte das redes urbanas e um
desempenho altamente dependente das caraterísticas da via onde circulam. Isto poderá ser re-
solvido recorrendo a uma abordagem mais conservadora - frotas híbridas, constituídas por auto-
carros elétricos e convencionais.
Nesta dissertação pretende-se abordar duas questões importantes neste tipo de frotas: como
estimar o desempenho dos autocarros elétricos integrados na frota e como obter o equilíbrio ótimo
entre os dois tipos de veículos. Para atingir estes objetivos, são analisados dados reais e simulados
de uma rede de autocarros no Porto, Portugal, e são aplicadas abordagens heurísticas para obter a
composição ideal das frotas híbridas.
As conclusões deste estudo, suportado por dados reais que cobrem uma grande parte da rede
de autocarros, formulam recomendações gerais para o planeamento e gestão de redes urbanas
sustentáveis e resultam numa ferramenta de configuração para a otimização de frotas mistas de
autocarros neste tipo de cenários. Os resultados mostram que a rede urbana da cidade do Porto é
exigente no desempenho dos autocarros elétricos, mas que o seu uso leva a emissões de poluentes
e custos de combustível mais reduzidos. No entanto, este trabalho torna ainda evidente o forte
impacto da autonomia dos veículos elétricos e do seu preço de compra no retorno de investimento
das frotas mistas de autocarros.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
It is difficult to deny that the number of vehicles in the roads has been growing incessantly over the
years. A recent study by Navigant Research [Nav16] estimates the number of light-duty vehicles
being driven today to be near 1.2 billion. Passenger car production worldwide in 2014 surmounted
to 72.3 million, with a tendency to grow about 4% every year [Eur16a]. The previously mentioned
study by Navigant points out around 89 million light-duty vehicles sold in 2015, predicting that
number to grow yearly until reaching 123 million in 2035. The magnitude of these numbers is
worrying, as situations of complete urban chaos are increasingly frequent in the world’s major
cities, propping up the stress of daily commutes, intensifying city infrastructure issues and im-
pacting negatively many areas of economic activity. Even worse, population health is critically
affected, both psychologically due to the rising stress levels, as well as physically, consequence of
rising pollution levels.
Pollution is another major concern with the current trends in urban transportation. As of today,
the large majority of vehicles in the road use conventional internal combustion engines, which
emit significant amounts of greenhouse gases. The 2015 United Nations Conference on Climate
Change, held in Paris towards the end of 2015, was highlighted by the historic recognition by many
of the world’s nations of the urgent need to reduce worldwide greenhouse gas emissions, which
are currently projected to reach 55 gigatonnes by 2030. In the conference, 195 countries adopted
the Paris Agreement [Uni15]. Among other goals, the involved parties compromised to reduce the
emission levels to at least below 40 gigatonnes by 2030, achieving an average temperature below
2ºC above pre-industrial levels, and ideally to 1.5ºC above those levels. The involved parties
recognized that this action has the potential to significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate
change.
Another important result of the conference was the convergence of several companies, cities,
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national governments and associations to sign the Paris Declaration on Electro-Mobility and Cli-
mate Change & Call to Action [Lim15]. Involved right from the start were Tesla Motors, Miche-
lin, Nissan-Renault, the United Nations Environment Programme and the International Energy
Agency, who recognized that transportation has the highest growth in CO2 emissions of any in-
dustrial sector. In order to achieve the greenhouse gas reduction goal proposed in the conference,
the parties agreed that at least 20% of all road vehicles (cars, trucks, buses and others) must be
electric-powered by 2030, in conjunction with the proliferation of low-carbon methods for energy
production.
A plausible way to reduce the number of private passenger vehicles in the roads is the im-
plementation and incentive for usage of robust public transport infrastructures such as bus trans-
portation. If we consider each bus to be able to carry around 40 people, and that a light-weight
passenger vehicle can carry around 4 people (although in daily commutes it is often seen cars with
only one or two passengers), each bus can eliminate, on average, 10 cars from the road. Allying
this idea with that of transport electrification for emission reduction, an interesting solution to both
urban chaos and the rising pollution levels resulting from transportation is that of electric buses in
public transport.
It is, however, important to recognize that electric vehicles are not a “one-size-fits-all” solution,
as Ribberink and Entchev [RE] accurately point out. First, it is too idealistic to consider feasible for
a transportation entity to completely replace their existing conventional vehicle fleets by electric
ones. Second, as Ribberink and Entchev mention in their study, a large, sudden proliferation of
electric vehicles will impose a significant load on the existing power grid. Besides the problem
of unexpected economical impacts, some power grids in the world are still highly dependent on
carbon-based methods of energy production, such as coal and natural gas burning. As such, the
rising demand to generate electricity to supply all electric vehicles may turn out to have a larger
negative impact on the environment when compared to the current conventional vehicle panorama.
Besides those pressing issues, there are other concerns when using electric vehicles, such as their
higher entry cost and lower autonomy when compared to conventional vehicles. In addition, there
are dependencies on road topology due to energy consumption variations. Lastly, there is the issue
of possible shortage of charging stations and necessary time to fully recharge a battery.
Given all this, it is important to investigate approaches to mitigate these shortcomings. Fleet
management is an important field of operations for goals such as balancing mixed fleets composed
of both electric and conventional buses, to minimise possible economical and ecological impacts.
Route management can help optimize electric vehicle range and energy efficiency. Lastly, op-
timizing the distribution of charging stations and the scheduling of vehicle recharging can min-
imise issues even in regions where stations are scarce. All of these considerations belong to the
transportation management field of research and are often approached in the more recent field of
Intelligent Transportation Systems.
Many research efforts have been dedicated to improving transportation systems as a whole,
as well as dealing with the current shortcomings of electric vehicles. This dissertation intends on
providing an overview of those efforts and propose solutions that could help planning and building
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sustainable transportation systems, with recourse to electric buses.
1.2 Motivation and Goals
Besides the environmental and economical incentives for this work, it is motivated by the ever-
growing potential of Intelligent Transportation Systems. Public transport already contributes to
making cities more peaceful by often bypassing the inherent stress of driving a vehicle in rush-
hour congested roads. However, not enough attention seems to be devoted to buses in particular.
By bringing electrification to buses in a robust, optimized, smart way, the well-being of the whole
urban network benefits.
In addition, the specific issue addressed by this work - mixed bus typology fleet management -
seems to be underexplored in current literature. Thus, the opportunity to bridge such an important
gap brings further appeal to its development.
The main goal of this dissertation is to explore different approaches to optimizing the per-
formance of mixed bus fleets (of electric and conventional vehicles), taking into consideration
pollutant emissions and energy consumption, without sacrificing service quality.
This goal can be divided in several, more specific, ones:
• To analyse state-of-the-art approaches in transport system management, with focus on elec-
tric vehicle operations, their simulation and optimization;
• To create reliable and realistic simulation configurations on which to evaluate and compare
developments;
• To analyse bus trips and their impact on electric bus performance;
• Ultimately, to study the best options to implement flexible and well balanced vehicle fleets
of electric and conventional buses, while promoting system sustainability.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this document is structured into five chapters. Chapter 2 presents a review
on important operations and tools on the topic of electric vehicle management for sustainable
transportation. Chapter 3 starts by stating the main problem approached by this dissertation. It
then proposes a formalization of the mixed bus fleet problem applied to real scenario data and a
solution approach using evolutionary algorithms. This chapter also proposes an approach for route
profiling using clustering methodologies and finishes by describing briefly how microscopic traffic
simulation could be used to analyse new problem scenarios. Chapter 4 provides technical details
on the developments during the course of the dissertation work. These include the description
of the data selection and preparation process, details on microscopic traffic and bus powertrain
simulation, notes on the implementation of the evolutionary algorithm based solver and specifics
regarding the K-means clustering methodology used. Chapter 5 describes the main results of this
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work, along with their analysis and discussion. Lastly, in Chapter 6, conclusions regarding this
work are drawn, the main contributions of this dissertation are described, and recommendations
for further developments are proposed.
4
Chapter 2
Sustainable transportation - a review on
electric vehicle management operations
and tools
Electric vehicle operations in urban networks is a broad subject, encompassing concepts from
research areas of alternative fuel vehicles, transportation management, intelligent transportation
systems (ITS), operations research, simulation and modelling, amongst others.
Literature on subjects relating to transportation management, for instance, can be found since
the early 1980’s, examples of such being research on classical fleet composition and routing prob-
lems. This means a large amount of concepts have been developed ever since, being fundamental
the review of the current state-of-the-art in order to better understand where this dissertation is
framed within the various related research areas. This chapter intends on providing the reader with
an overview of which can be considered the cornerstone concepts behind the dissertation: electric
vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles and their comparison with conventional vehicles, in section 2.1;
transport systems simulation and modelling, in section 2.2; and electric (and conventional) vehicle
management in section 2.3.
As contributions from this chapter we expect:
• A wide coverage of important concepts in research areas related to transport system man-
agement and sustainable transportation;
• Some brief, high level discussion of possible approaches and tools presented in the literature;
• The highlighting of possible reference literature for the surveyed concepts, for readers wish-
ing to further consolidate their knowledge on the subjects.
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Besides giving a broad context to the work described in this dissertation, this review also
intends on providing sufficient context to serve as basis for future developments within these
themes.
2.1 Background on electric vehicles
Before discussing how to manage transportation systems containing electric vehicles, it is useful to
overview what distinguishes fully electric (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) from internal
combustion engine types (ICEV), typically called conventional vehicles (CV). In addition, from
the usage of EVs usually arise specific issues one must take into consideration, a look into which
is presented in this section.
While other types of vehicle propulsion exist, like biofuel based [SSP13], hybrids using hy-
drogen or fuel cells [Ken16] and others, they are outside the scope of this dissertation and, as such,
were not analysed in this review.
2.1.1 Conventional vehicles
Conventional vehicles use internal combustion engines that burn fuel in order to provide energy
for the motor. In this particular case, only ICEVs consuming fossil fuels are taken into considera-
tion. In the combustion chamber, air and fuel are mixed, compressed and then burned to generate
mechanical energy [MZRS15]. Despite engine efficiency varying with each vehicle, which makes
for different fuel consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission rates [GS13b], on average
only about 14% - 30% of fuel energy is used to move the vehicle [U. 16d]. Most of the energy
is lost on thermal dissipation in the engine and with the effects of wind resistance and friction,
raising concerns regarding the overall low efficiency of such vehicles [BE14].
2.1.2 Electric vehicles
Electric vehicles, sometimes called battery-electric vehicles (BEV) or full electric vehicles (FEV),
use an electrochemical or electrostatic energy storage system (the battery) in conjunction with
at least one electric motor responsible for the vehicle propulsion [GS13a]. As Perrotta et al.
pointed out, electric vehicles are usually capable of performing regenerative braking [PRRA12]
- recuperating energy back into the battery when braking the vehicle or going downwards on a
slope.
The charging of electric vehicles can be conducted in different ways, typically classified in
three different power level types: Level 1 (convenience), Level 2 (Primary) and Level 3 (Fast)
[YK13]. Level 1 charging is considered slow and ideal for large periods of time when the vehicle
will not be used (such as overnight charging). Level 2 charging stations are the most frequently
observed in both public and private facilities, providing semi-fast charging. Lastly, level 3 charging
is considered a commercial facility, providing fast charging in a service analogous to public gas
stations for conventional vehicles.
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Table 2.1, adapted from [YK13], presents a comparison between charging levels, for gen-
eral, lightweight electric vehicles. The charging levels should behave similarly for vehicles with
larger capacity batteries, like buses (which may have 55 kWh or larger batteries [DFMS14]), with
charging times proportionally extended, as necessary.
Table 2.1: Charging level comparison, adapted from [YK13].
Power Level Types Charger Location Typical Use Charging Time Vehicle Technology
Level 1
120 VAC (US)
230 VAC (EU)
On-board
1-phase
Charging at home or office
4-11 hours
11-36 hours
PHEVs (5-15 kWh)
EVs (16-50 kWh)
Level 2
240 VAC (US)
400 VAC (EU)
On-board
1 or 3 phase
Charging at private or public outlets
1-4 hours
2-6 hours
2-3 hours
PHEVs (5-15 kWh)
EVs (16-30 kWh)
EVs (3-50 kWh)
Level 3
208 - 600 VAC or VDC
Off-board
3-phase
Commercial, analogous to a filling station
0.4-1 hour
0.2-0.5 hour
EVs (20-50 kWh)
2.1.3 Hybrid electric vehicles
Hybrid vehicles are mainly characterized by more than a single type of movement mechanism and
power source. HEVs combine the usage of an internal combustion engine with an electric motor,
drawing energy from both a fuel tank and a battery [GS13a]. These vehicles balance the com-
bination in order to obtain advantages such as energy recovery while braking, power distribution
optimization and idle fuel consumption elimination (using “stop-and-start” mechanisms).
Commonly, HEVs may have different rates of hybridization, concerning the complexity of the
power electronics and batteries integrated in the vehicle [GS13a]. Nonetheless, literature com-
monly refers to HEVs as vehicles whose electric battery cannot be externally charged. In contrast,
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) refer to vehicles with the possibility of recharging in
electric charging stations.
2.1.4 General comparison
For the purpose of this review, ICEVs, HEVs, PHEVs and EVs were compared taking into consid-
eration three main criteria: average initial cost, energy efficiency and GHG emissions. Table 2.2
provides a brief summary of the following paragraphs.
Initial cost: While total cost of ownership is often lower for the different types of electric ve-
hicles in comparison with ICEVs, due to better energy efficiency (as seen further in this review),
their generally higher entry costs may prove to be impeditive depending on the available budget.
The U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook 2015 report [U. 15] shows
an average entry cost, for ICEVs (and considering micro hybrid technologies in this category as
well) in 2015, of $25,000. For HEVs, this cost rises to an average of about $30,000, and $44,000
for PHEVs. Lastly, for full electrical vehicles, this cost averages to $44,000. These costs account
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for mid-size passenger vehicles. The same study predicts yearly price values until the year 2040,
where hybrid and full electric technologies are estimated to drop up to $6,250 in price.
Energy efficiency: Hybrid and full electric vehicles are generally more efficient than ICEVs.
As mentioned in section 2.1.1, ICEVs only use about 14% to 30% of the generated energy for
actual movement, as opposed to 25% - 40% and 74% – 94% reported in HEVs [U. 16c] and EVs
[U. 16b], respectively. Another interesting metric to take into consideration, though, is the fuel
efficiency of the vehicles in miles per gallon equivalent (MPGe), a measure that allows to directly
compare energy consumption by HEVs and EVs to fuel consumption by ICEVs. According to the
previously mentioned Annual Energy Outlook 2015 report [U. 15], in 2015 ICEVs / micro hybrid
vehicles showed an average economy of about 37.5 MPGe, 50 MPGe for HEVs, 70 MPGe for
PHEVs, and 125 MPGe for full electric vehicles. In comparison with sources like Mehar et al.
[MZRS15], the MPGe rating for EVs seems slightly inflated. However, the values should not be
far from the truth, as modern EVs often exceed the 100 MPGe fuel economy rates, according to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [U. 16a]. For the case of electric bus fleets, Wang et al.
[WWK+15] performed a study on bus fleets composed of different kinds of vehicles, in China. In
this study, improvements of 30% and 180% to 215% in the fuel efficiency were found, on average,
for HEVs and EVs, respectively, in comparison to diesel-based fleets.
GHG emissions: Possibly the most relevant criteria, greenhouse gas emissions are what really
set HEVs and EVs apart from their conventional counterparts, as they greatly reduce the amount of
“tank-to-wheel” (TTW), or tailpipe, pollutant emissions (emissions resulting directly from vehicle
operations). An interesting analysis was performed by Lorf et al. [LMBH+13] to the emissions of
40 vehicles, composed of EVs, HEVs, PHEVs and ICEVs, during a motoring challenge where the
main objective was to consume the least energy possible driving a 92 km route. In this analysis,
the tailpipe emissions of EVs were shown to be, as expected, non-existent. As for HEVs and
PHEVs, tailpipe emissions rounded 90 and 60 gCO2/km, respectively, on average. Lastly, for
ICEVs the emissions averaged at 130 gCO2/km. Despite the vehicle sample analysed by Lorf
et al. possibly not being very representative, especially considering the optimal driving attempts
during the challenge, differences in emissions from HEVs and EVs to ICEVs are similar to the
more encompassing study done by Mehar et al. [MZRS15]. In it, values of 120 to 210 gCO2/km
for HEVs were found, in contrast to 250 gCO2/km emission rates for conventional vehicles. EVs
again showed no emissions. In the more specific case of electric bus fleets, the study by Wang et
al. [WWK+15] pointed out the average reduction in GHG emissions of 40% and 100% for HEVs
and EVs, respectively, in comparison to diesel-based buses. Despite the reduction in tailpipe
emissions by the different kinds of electric vehicles, considerations about pollutant emissions
during electricity generation should also be taken into account. As reported by Ribberink and
Entchev [RE], local conditions of power generation greatly influence what kinds of vehicles are
the best option in GHG emission reduction. In their study, regarding the Canadian provinces of
Québec, Ontario and Alberta, while EVs and PHEVs offered the highest emission reduction in
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the first two provinces, HEVs were the best option for Alberta. These results are related to the
proliferation of “clean” energy in Québec and Ontario, such as hydro power, and coal and natural
gas based generation in Alberta. Supporting this necessary consideration, Onat et al. [OKT15]
performed a comprehensive analysis of GHG emissions for the different vehicle types across the
United States of America, taking into account different energy generation scenarios.
Table 2.2: General vehicle type comparison - summary
Vehicle type Initial cost (US$) Fuel economy (MPGe) Tailpipe GHG emissions (gCO2/km)
ICEV 25,000 37.5 250
EV 44,000 50 0
HEV 30,000 70 120 to 210
PHEV 44,000 125 120 to 210
2.1.5 Common electric vehicle issues
With the usage of electric vehicles, problems arise not commonly found in their conventional
counterparts.
One of the most common issues referred in the literature, especially for full electric vehicles,
is the maximum range, or distance travelled with a full energy storage (be it electric batteries or
hybrid counterparts) [MZRS15, SWT13, EL12]. Authors also mention a psychological effect as
consequence of the constant concern over not exceeding the maximum vehicle range, designated
by “range anxiety”. Alongside range issues is also the dependency on the driver profile and road
characteristics such as its grade for good vehicle performance. Issues relating to road characteris-
tics have been approached in specific by works concerning electric vehicle simulation [MKS+].
The availability, localization and management of charging stations are also important concerns
and the investigation target of many works in the literature, as shown in section 2.3.3. Yilmaz and
Krein [YK13] mention this problem in their review, along with two other important issues, battery
recharge time and the need for occasional costly battery replacements.
Yong et al. [YRTM15] mention several possible impacts of the mass adoption of electric
vehicles. In particular, the need for generating more electricity may have negative impacts on
power grid costs, stability and load profiles. In addition, specific environmental impacts due to the
increase in power generation needs are also pointed out, in agreement with what was previously
mentioned in this dissertation.
Albeit focused on the subject of HEVs, Hannan et al. [HAM14] offer further insight into
challenges that pertain to the general class of electric vehicles.
Due these issues, the option for electric vehicles in public transit, private use, or industrial
settings may need to be supported by incentives and specific policies that take into account not
only financial and operational but also social aspects. Albeit not directly within the scope of this
dissertation, for more information on these subjects, the reader is referred to the works of Rossetti
et al. [RLCB02, RL05] regarding demand modelling, and of Kokkinogenis et al. [KMR+14]
regarding policy and incentive design.
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2.2 Transport systems simulation
Direct experimentation on large urban networks may often prove infeasible due to the sheer
amount of resources needed to obtain realistic results. Transport system operation methods often
manage large numbers of vehicles, optimize traffic conditions or present results that are overall
dependent on the scale of the network. A possible alternative to provide realistic conditions when
testing methods is simulation, both of the urban network and of the vehicles circulating therein.
This section reviews important concepts regarding transport systems simulation and, specifically,
simulating electric vehicles. An overview of the different levels of traffic simulation is given -
microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic, focusing on the microscopic aspect - as well as con-
siderations regarding electric vehicle simulation. In addition, since different simulation systems
may need to be interconnected simultaneously, possibilities for integrating multiple simulation
paradigms will be described.
2.2.1 Urban network simulation
The simulation of urban networks aims to study the behaviour of traffic in the networks, taking
into consideration the multiple elements of its infrastructure as well as circulating vehicles and
pedestrians, with different levels of detail. Despite focusing on the usage of Petri Nets for urban
traffic modelling, the work of Ng et al. [NRA13] comprehensively describes the different levels
of traffic modelling and simulation. Microscopic models detail the behaviour of every single ve-
hicle in the network, such as driver profiles and vehicle parameters (like mass, acceleration, etc.).
Macroscopic models, on the other hand, make no effort to describe the behaviour of individual ve-
hicles. Instead, that information is aggregated into data such as traffic flow or density and average
velocity in the network. Mesoscopic models combine the properties of both previously mentioned
types. As such, while individual vehicles are considered in the simulation, their behaviour is based
on macroscopic parameters, i.e. in lower detail when compared to microscopic simulation. In ad-
dition, individual vehicles may be grouped according to common criteria and treated as a single
entity by the simulation. For a more theoretical and mathematical view of the different modelling
levels, the reader may refer to the work of Kumar et al. [KMC+14], which attempts to provide
some mathematical formalization of the concepts at hand.
Passos et al. [PRK] present an interesting appraisal to traffic simulation tools. Despite being
written in 2011, which inherently means some of the tools reviewed may have changed signif-
icantly in the meantime, the analysis made is very in-depth and acknowledges issues directly
relating with Future Urban Transport (FUT) and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), both
subjects relevant to this dissertation. It is important to mention that the work focuses on mi-
croscopic simulators. Taking that into account, the identified and reviewed tools were VISSIM
[Fel], PARAMICS [BLT02], AIMSUN [Bar], MITSIM [BACD+], SUMO [KHRW], MAS-T2erLab
[Fer08] and ITSUMO [dSBA+04]. In addition, another important result of the work was the pro-
posed taxonomy for identifying ideal tools for FUT related simulation. This includes, among
others, observations on extensibility, parallelism, agent orientation and simulation type.
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More recent literature, such as the review by Mubasher and Jaffry [MSWuQ] and a benchmark
by Allan and Farid [AF] identify similar subsets of tools to different degrees of detail. Tack-
ling a different problem, related to vehicular ad-hoc networks, Stanica et al. [SCB11] perform a
brief review of traffic simulation tools. Specifically addressing the subject of agent-based traffic
modelling and simulation, Bazzan and Klügl [BK14] review a significant amount of literature.
2.2.2 Electric vehicle simulation
This subsection surveys some existing literature on the specific case of electric vehicle simulation.
Jian et al. [JXD] point out the predominance of work based in MATLAB / Simulink [The16] for
EV modelling, referring also the Simplorer [ANS16] tool. In order to analyse electric vehicle drive
trains, Jeschke et al. [JHKS] propose a hardware in the loop configuration combined with MAT-
LAB / Simulink models. Bhavsar et al. [BCHR14] explore a network wide simulation strategy
for alternative fuel vehicles. Besides performing a brief review on work related with the integra-
tion of vehicle models with traffic simulators, for purposes including GHG emission analysis, the
authors propose their own integrated simulator that combines a MATLAB / Simulink model with
the VISSIM simulator (which was previously mentioned in this review). Lastly, the benchmark
by Allan and Farid [AF] analyses the feasibility of using some aforementioned simulation tools
in the context of transportation electrification and reflects upon their shortcomings in this specific
context.
De Filippo et al. [DFMS14] simulated fleets of electric buses using mathematical models
implemented with recourse to MATLAB / Simulink, capable of estimating energy use in different
driving scenarios. Combined with an urban network simulation software, the authors were able to
consider the simulation of different charging station distribution configurations.
Also making use of traffic simulation tools, Burmeister et al. [BSK] studied the integration of
EVs in regional bus services by simulating the EV performance with recourse to SUMO extended
with mathematical electric vehicle models.
Differing from the usual Simulink based approaches, for the sake of optimizing charging sta-
tion allocation in urban networks, Baouche et al. [BBTEF14] simulated EV energy consumption
with recourse to the VEHLIB libraries [TJB04].
Making efforts to standardize the interaction between different simulation tools, Macedo et al.
[MKS+] approach electric vehicle simulation using MATLAB / Simulink integrated over a High
Level Architecture (HLA) with SUMO. Further details about HLA based integrations will be given
in the following subsection.
2.2.3 Connecting multiple simulation systems
As the reader possibly concluded by the previous review, many realistic simulation efforts need
to integrate multiple different systems to obtain satisfactory results. Environments integrating
multiple simulation tools have been discussed in as early as 1999 [RB99]. However, while it is
possible to develop middle-ware purposely designed to interact two or more specific tools, a more
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generic approach may be desired in order to facilitate switching the tools being used at any time.
With this purpose in mind, this subsection presents to the reader two possibilities, first explored by
J. Macedo in 2013 [Mac13]: a High Level Architecture (HLA) based approach and the adoption
of TraSMAPI - Traffic Simulation Management Application Programming Interface.
HLA - High Level Architecture is an IEEE software standard with the objective of providing
a common architecture for distributed modelling and simulation systems [KWD99]. A Run-Time
Infrastructure (RTI) defines how the different simulation systems interact, by providing a specifi-
cation compliant common API. The participating systems in the HLA are called federates, which
interact within a federation. A HLA is typically composed of three components:
• A federate interface specification, which describes the services the federates need to use
and provide for intercommunication throughout the RTI middleware. Interaction between
federates and the RTI is made through ambassadors, which are objects with needed methods
for interfacing communication.
• Framework and rules, which are the set of rules that need to be respected in order to ensure
proper interaction between federates within a federation. These rules define the overall
architecture of the encompassing simulation and thus the responsibilities of the federates
and the federation.
• An Object model template specification that describes the format and syntax of all the data
transferred between federates.
The correct implementation of a HLA should allow for the seamless communication between
different systems. In his work, Macedo [Mac13] used such an implementation to integrate SUMO
for microscopic traffic simulation and a MATLAB / Simulink model of an electric bus powertrain
subsystem. For that specific case, the author used the commercial package Pitch pRTI [Pit16] that
implements the IEEE HLA standard. In a follow-up work, Macedo et al. [MKS+] further discuss
the implementation of a HLA-based distributed architecture for electric bus powertrain simulation
in dynamic urban mobility settings. The authors conclude on its flexibility and potential of bring-
ing together automotive and transportation research in future urban transport system scenarios.
Azevedo et al. [ARB16] also discuss the possibility of cloud-based Simulation as a Service using
HLA based approaches.
TraSMAPI - Traffic Simulation Management Application Programming Interface is a tool
for the simulation of dynamic control systems in urban networks, focusing on Multi-Agent Sys-
tems (MAS) [TARO, TARO12]. It allows for real-time communication between microscopic sim-
ulators while also providing a framework for the development of MAS solutions that communi-
cate with the underlying simulator systems. TraSMAPI offers three modules in its architecture:
the Communication module, providing the abstraction layer for interaction between the simula-
tors, the Statistics module, that stores important information from the simulators and enables its
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access, and the aforementioned MAS module. Particularly relevant to this discussion is the Com-
munication module. This module offers a common Application Programming Interface (API) that
the simulation systems can use in order to communicate. This communication is achieved via
sockets. Macedo validated this approach in a similar environment as the previously mentioned
HLA. The author validated the system on the integration of a SUMO simulation with a MATLAB
/ Simulink model for an electric bus powertrain subsystem. According to the author, the usage of
TraSMAPI proves to be useful for integrating MAS solutions with different simulation paradigms
and allowing data exchanges between multiple simulation models.
2.3 Main components of electric vehicle management
This section intends on reviewing work relating to some of the main aspects of (electric) vehicle
operation management in transportation systems. Mehar et al. [MZRS15] proposed a Sustainable
Transportation Management System, of which three types of applications were identified:
• Fleet management systems;
• Itinerary planning applications;
• Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V) and Vehicle-to-Grid management (V2G) systems and charging sta-
tions’ reservation solutions.
This description was found to be comprehensive and the work, overall, complete. As such, a
similar concept was adopted for the structure of this literature review section, with some adaptation
as follows.
• The fleet management subsection will focus on surveying fleet resource allocation and bal-
ancing methodologies.
• Itinerary planning will be considered in the route management subsection, where a brief
review of work essentially relating to vehicle itineraries and the vehicle routing problem
(VRP) will be performed. Some focus will be given to work considering electric vehicles,
buses, or otherwise “green” (considering emission and energy consumption reduction) ap-
proaches to route management.
• Lastly, for the scope of this dissertation, G2V and V2G interactions will be simplified to
charging station management. In this subsection, a survey of approaches to the distribu-
tion of charging stations and the management of simultaneously charging vehicles will be
performed.
2.3.1 Fleet management
Fleet management consists in managing fleet activity on different strategical, tactical and opera-
tional levels, for different transport modes and concerning a wide array of tasks, such as vehicle
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routing, fleet composition, vehicle scheduling and fleet monitoring. Vehicle routing, in specific,
will be reviewed in section 2.3.2.
Bielli et al. [BBR11] performed a survey regarding main trends in models and algorithms for
fleet management. This survey identified some of the most relevant problems in fleet management
regarding different transport modes and contributions to their solution.
Bielli et al. recognized the class of fleet composition problems, where the fleets being opti-
mized are heterogeneous, that is, composed of a mix of different vehicle types. The objective in
this kind of problems is determining the optimal number of vehicles of each type and their task
distribution and ordering. Hoff et al. [HAC+10] surveyed industrial aspects regarding fleet compo-
sition and routing. The survey covers a large amount of work ranging from 1982 to 2008 regarding
several instances of heterogeneous fleet composition problems. Methods identified include statis-
tical methods, dynamic programming, several heuristic algorithms like tabu search and simulated
annealing, and integer programming based methods. More recently, Koç et al. [KBJL16] reviewed
work from the past thirty years concerning heterogeneous vehicle routing, which inevitably deals
with strict fleet composition issues.
It is important to point out some work regarding efforts of GHG emission and energy con-
sumption reduction and electric vehicles in fleet management. Rémy et al. [RMS+] propose a
green fleet management architecture that collects data from road characteristics, weather, fleet
monitoring and driver behaviour monitoring to optimize fuel economy in transport.
Sharing similar concepts, Jossé et al. [JSZ15] propose EasyEV, a monitoring and querying
system for electric vehicles, especially designed to manage the sharing of a car fleet between
multiple drivers. This system, in usage in three German cities at the time of its writing, is capable
of informing fleet managers of potential problems and anomalies with the fleet. For the car drivers,
real time data regarding charging stations, itineraries and other information is provided.
Kurzcvezil et al. [KSB] propose the usage of simulation models for the assessment of time ta-
bles, network topology, optimal vehicle types and infrastructure for optimization of bus operations
in an urban network.
Li et al. [LLC15] proposed an analysis of the remaining life additional benefit-cost of vehicle
fleets for bus fleet management. This work took into consideration emission reduction and the pos-
sibility of retrofitting or replacing existing vehicles before their expected retirement. In addition,
the study assessed monetary costs in order to ascertain needed subsidies from the government,
integrating the analysis in a case study in the city of Hong Kong.
Also relating to bus fleets, Ribau et al. [RSS15] propose a multi-objective genetic algorithm to
find optimal substitutes to diesel-based buses, considering electric and hybrid alternatives, in order
to reduce the carbon footprint and minimise negative financial impacts. Authors report reductions
up to 50% in the carbon footprint in an example Lisbon urban fleet originally composed of several
ICEVs.
Still relating to alternative energy vehicle usage in bus fleets, Ercan et al. [EZTP15] propose
a multi-objective linear programming approach to detect optimal bus fleet combinations. Their
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results indicate useful fleet management advices like the usage of full electric vehicles when plan-
ning high fuel consumption driving cycles and the possibility of more heterogeneous fleets in
others.
Jiménez and Román [JR16] devised a methodology based on mixed integer linear program-
ming for the assignment of an heterogeneous bus fleet to a set of different fixed routes in order to
reduce the emissions of different GHGs. The authors claim to be able to successfully reduce the
emissions of some of the gases without compromising the emissions of others.
2.3.2 Route management
This subsection presents relevant literature relating to vehicle routing and itinerary planning,
mostly integrated as examples of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). The classical VRP aims
to design optimal delivery routes for each vehicle in an homogeneous fleet, from a central depot,
in order to satisfy the demands of each customer exactly once. Each vehicle must start and end
the route in the depot and ensure its capacity is not exceeded. As shown in the comprehensive
review by Braekers et al. [BRVN], the classical VRP has seen many extensions over the years,
by the introduction of real-life characteristics, such as the Heterogeneous Fleet VRP (HFVRP),
also referred to by Mixed Fleet VRP, or the addition of Time Windows (VRPTW) to ensure deliv-
ery to customers in a given time frame. The combination of multiple real-life aspects gives rise
to the class of “rich” vehicle routing problems. The work by Braekers et al. reviews literature
ranging from 2009 to 2015 addressing these and several other types of vehicle routing problems,
classifying them according to a detailed taxonomy. The authors’ studies found a predomination of
metaheuristic models in the reviewed literature, followed by exact and classical heuristic methods,
real-time solution methods and simulation based ones. While the analysed publications mostly
considered generic instances of the several VRP variants, no special considerations being taken
relating to “green” itineraries, electric vehicles or bus routing, they still serve as a useful basis to
better understand these specific variants.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, Koç et al. [KBJL16] also performed a comprehen-
sive review of multiple vehicle routing problem variants, in this case focusing on the case for
heterogeneous vehicle fleets. The authors reviewed variants such as routing with multiple depots,
“green” itineraries, open VRPs and several others. Solutions surveyed included meta and clas-
sical heuristics, integer and mixed integer programming, exact methods and others. The authors
consider these variants of the VRP with heterogeneous vehicle fleets to have reached maturity
and near optimality in their solutions, with focus starting to change towards rich routing problems
with multiple simultaneous real-life characteristics. However, they point out the need for further
research when considering “green” variants of the problems.
Regarding “green” VRPs, Lin et al. [LCH+14] performed a review on the state of the art for
these kinds of problems. The authors renewed the existing taxonomy on “green” VRPs, by fur-
ther classifying these as Green-VRPs - optimizing energy consumption, Pollution Routing Prob-
lems (PRP) - focusing on pollutant reduction and VRP in Reverse Logistics (VRPRL) - dealing
primarily with the recycling of waste and end-of-life goods. The authors concluded that, while
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growing, the GVRP research area is still limited, possibly due to the necessity of interdisciplinary
approaches, concerning energy consumption, environmental impacts, public policies and transport
system management. In addition, they point out the reliance of existing methodologies in idealistic
models, not necessarily corresponding to reality.
In the subject of electric vehicle routing, Schneider et al. [SSG14] considered electric vehicles
with limited batteries and the possibility of en-route recharging on fixed charging stations. This
resulted in the specific problem of integrating recharging stations into a VRP with time windows.
The proposed solution consisted in a hybrid metaheuristic composed of Variable Neighborhood
Search and Tabu Search. The authors tested the solution in several benchmarks, claiming good
performance in these.
Goeke and Schneider [GS15] build on the previous work and introduce mixed fleets of electric
and internal combustion vehicles, proposing the Electric Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Win-
dows and Mixed Fleet (E-VRPTWMF). Considerations about en-route recharging are also taken,
along with time window and capacity considerations and taking into account energy consumption.
The authors incorporate a realistic energy consumption model that accounts for speed, road grade
and cargo load distribution. The proposed solution for the E-VRPTWMF consisted in an Adaptive
Large Neighbourhood Search, exhaustively described by the authors in their work. The experi-
ments performed by the authors showed improvements in comparison to the previous best known
solution in aspects such as total run time and travelled distance.
Considering electric buses, Perrotta et al. [PMR+14] analyse a simulation-based case study
in Porto for electric bus routing. In this analysis, important factors to take into consideration
when planning itineraries for electric buses are identified, such as the impact of road topography,
distance between bus stops, total length of the route and effects of regenerative braking in the
vehicles.
Attempting to represent urban networks more realistically, managing uncertainty and time-
dependent characteristics of urbna traffic, Peng et al. [PHTD+] propose a method to build a
stochastic time-dependent model for public transit networks, ensuring the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
properties of buses. This model also takes into account travel time and waiting time for the service,
as well as its reliability, and is built using real data recorded from all bus lines in Singapore, over a
period of three months in 2011. In addition, the authors developed a dynamic route planner, which
they named DEPART, that uses an adapted multi-criteria shortest path algorithm to plan optimal
routes according to travel time and reliability. Peng et al. tested DEPART on the mentioned real
data from Singapore, claiming a better adaptation of traffic situations when compared to other
approaches.
Lastly, it is worth noting that route planning does not always need to be performed on strate-
gical, pre-operational levels, as most of the mentioned approaches are. Real-time route advising
is also possible, adapting to unexpected situations, such as traffic congestion, road blockage or
accidents. An example of such a possibility is the work of Dias et al. [DMSA14]. The authors
propose an Inverted Ant Colony Optimization (IACO) algorithm, inverting the logic of pheromone
attraction of the better known Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm into a “repulsion” effect.
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This effect simulates drivers’ “repulsion” to highly congested roads, essentially allowing for a de-
centralized, real-time traffic management solution where traffic density is more evenly distributed.
The approach was tested using simulated artificial and reality-based urban networks and compared
against shortest / fastest path algorithms. Results showed a decrease in average trip times of up
to 84% for vehicles compliant to the algorithm, and up to 71% for the remaining. CO2 emissions
were also shown to decrease from 8% to 49%.
2.3.3 Charging station management
Charging station management is an important subject to take into consideration when operating
electric vehicles. As described in section 2.1, comparatively short electric vehicle range and low
availability of charging stations are critical aspects in the current EV panorama. As such, this
review intends on addressing two relevant issues: localization models for charging stations and
charging scheduling considering multiple criteria.
Baouche et al. [BBTEF14] identify two main sub-topics when allocating charging stations:
choosing the type of station and the number of charging stations to consider. The authors per-
formed a review of location models, where they concluded that most of the proposed methods are
derived from resources/work sites location and Emergency Medical Services. In addition, they
identified that several publications on location problems were based on variants of the set cover-
ing problem. Approaches to the problem include Lagrangian relaxation with branch and bound,
greedy approaches, median and dispersion models and others. The authors proposed their own
modelling approach based on an adaptation of the fixed charge location model with a p-dispersion
constraint. The model considered specific EV related factors that influence their range and energy
consumption, derived from realistic consumption models. Robust experimentation and a sensitiv-
ity analysis on the city of Lyon, France, show that the model is scalable and realistic, adapting the
results to different scales of EV penetration in the urban network.
While not considering the scheduling of multiple vehicles in the same charging station, but
instead the charging scheduling of EVs in the whole smart grid, Yang et al. [YLF15] perform
an extensive review of scheduling methods considering multiple criteria. Scheduling objectives
reviewed included cost minimisation, welfare maximisation, power loss minimisation, emission
reduction, battery performance optimization, among others. For the satisfaction of those objec-
tives, analysed methods comprised of conventional mathematical optimisation methods such as
linear and non-linear programming and mixed integer programming and meta-heuristic approaches
such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimisation. The review compared the different
approaches in the literature, summarising the main advantages and disadvantages of each. The
comparison seems to indicate generally lower flexibility and performance of the mathematical
approaches when compared with meta-heuristic ones.
Hu et al. [HMSL16] provide an overview of electric vehicle fleet management from the point
of view of smart grid optimization. The authors review and classify different methods of smart
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charging for both G2V and V2G contexts for fleet operators, taking into consideration the relation-
ship with four other important actors in smart grids: the transmission system operator, the distri-
bution system operator, the renewable energy source supplier and the electric vehicle owner. The
review concentrates mostly on the optimization of energy costs and profit, load balancing, power
loss reduction and grid congestion management. Considering that the main focus of the work is
optimizing utility for the smart grid, not many considerations are made towards directly benefiting
the transport network itself, such as by reducing charging times, maximizing fleet vehicle range
or preventing vehicle queuing. Nonetheless, the various optimization criteria and methodologies
analysed in the review may prove interesting to take into consideration when improving charging
point distribution and scheduling.
Similarly, several other reviews analyse work focused on power grid related issues. Richardson
[Ric13] cites EV-grid models commonly used in the literature and discusses key-findings regarding
EV impacts and performance on the power grid. Another interesting subject is the review on work
integrating EVs with renewable energy and corresponding useful V2G interactions. Still on the
topic of V2G and renewable energy, Mwasilu et al. [MJK+14] review infrastructure concerns
and study the feasibility of such integrations. Liu et al. [LKL+15] review EV interaction with
renewable energy sources in smart grids, taking into consideration emission reduction, utilization
optimization and cost-awareness.
2.4 Summary
This chapter reviewed some basic concepts useful to contextualize the reader in the subject of
vehicle management and tools, with focus on electric vehicles and sustainable transportation: a
background on electric and hybrid electric vehicles was given, along with a comparison against
their conventional counterparts; concepts and examples of transport systems simulation were dis-
cussed, both regarding urban network simulation and vehicle modelling; lastly, important compo-
nents in electric vehicle management, such as fleet management, route management and charging
station management were presented.
Due to the main focus of this dissertation, during the reviewed concepts there was an attempt
to maintain the connection both with electric vehicles and public transport / bus fleet subjects.
However, most of the literature found either made little mention of specific electric vehicle con-
cerns - as, for example, in the classical fleet and route management works - or did not consider
electrification of public transport and buses in particular - especially noticeable in the background
section of this review, as most of the literature concentrates in private or lightweight, individual-
consumer grade vehicles. While this does not mean that this literature does not exist - instead that
it was not found during the review - it presents an opportunity to further elaborate on these sub-
jects. As such, the work of this dissertation intends on coping possible shortcomings in Section 2.2
by making use of realistic simulation scenarios for electric buses in urban networks and in Section
2.3 by proposing, implementing, testing and comparing different algorithms regarding fleet, route
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and charging point management. Naturally, the focus on electric and conventional bus fleets may
help to further consolidate Section 2.1 with specific concepts regarding public transport.
All considered, we hope that this review proved useful for the reader to further understand the
current state-of-the-art regarding electric vehicle operations in modern urban networks and what
gaps this dissertation has an opportunity to bridge in the current panorama.
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Chapter 3
Multi-Objective Optimization of Mixed
Bus Fleets - Methodological Approach
This chapter identifies the underlying problem this dissertation intends on solving and describes
the methodology followed to approach it.
As seen in the previous chapter, interesting literature exists on the problem of optimizing
electric vehicles in urban networks. However, (i) electric vehicles applied to public transit bus
fleets are a less approached subject and (ii) electric vehicles are seldom studied inserted into fleets
of other, conventional, vehicles. Taking these issues into consideration, this dissertation proposes
the optimization of mixed or hybrid bus fleets in public transit. These fleets are composed not only
of the mentioned electric vehicles, but also of conventional vehicles, such as Diesel or Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG) based ones.
This necessity arises from the desire to consider the present economical reality and the viability
of using electric vehicles in public transit. As such, efforts were taken in order to make sure the
tackled problem represented the present reality as close as possible. Besides the study being based
primarily on realistic data provided by STCP - Sociedade de Transportes Colectivos do Porto, the
main bus transportation company in Porto, Portugal, attempts to retrieve other data from up-to-date
and trustworthy sources were made.
The chapter is structured as follows. First an overview of the problem is presented, along
with the main questions being answered by this dissertation. Then, the main approach, using
real operational data, is described, specifying the studied inputs, the theoretical modelling of the
problem as a multi-variable, multi-objective optimization problem and the proposed solution using
a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. After this, it is described an approach to profile different
bus routes using clustering methodologies, with the intent on generating route profiles for bus
routes operational data is not available for. Lastly, a possible approach to generate new problem
scenarios using microscopic simulation is presented.
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By the end of this chapter, the reader should be knowledgeable of the methodologies followed
to study the possible integration of electric vehicles into public bus fleets in urban networks. For
specific details regarding the practical implementation of what is described in this chapter, the
reader is referred to Chapter 4. Results of this work and its analysis are described in Chapter 5.
3.1 Problem Statement
Chapter 1 identified the usefulness of the electrification of public transport, in particular when
applied to electric bus fleets. However, it was contrasted to the economic and environmental risks
a sudden proliferation of electric vehicles could entail to the existing power grid, along with the
inherent issues the adoption of EVs are commonly known for (described in Section 2.1.5). As
such, a possible solution to these concerns would be a robust implementation of mixed bus fleets,
composed of both several types of electric vehicles and their conventional counterparts. This
robust implementation brings about several questions one has to answer:
• How can we estimate the performance of electric vehicles when employed in mixed bus
fleets?
• How can we obtain an ideal balance between conventional and electric vehicles?
– How many of each type of vehicle should the fleet be composed of?
– Where should we allocate each type of vehicle?
• How can we optimize these fleets, considering:
– Energy consumption;
– Environmental impact;
– Overall economic impact;
– Service quality.
This dissertation proposes to answer those questions by analysing the multiple objectives from
the point of view of fleet management. Specifically, how to find the optimal balance between
the number of electric vehicles and conventional vehicles in a bus fleet. Besides the inherent
combinatorial problem of finding just how many electric or conventional vehicles a fleet should
have, it is also important to take into consideration where to allocate each kind of vehicle. This is
because, due to the specific characteristics of electric and conventional vehicles, already described
in previous chapters, routes with disparate characteristics affect the vehicle types differently. For
example, while a “hilly” route, with many ascents and descents, may not affect a Diesel-based bus
much, an electric one will see its autonomy severely impacted. As such, it may be a better option
to allocate a conventional bus to that specific route.
As previously mentioned, there is not a single objective to be optimized when building the ideal
fleet configuration. We want not only to find the best cost for the overall fleet, but also reduce fuel
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and energy consumption and the emission of pollutants such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Nitrous
Oxide (N2O), while maintaining the original service quality for the costumers. Due to this multi-
objective problem, we want to find the Pareto optimal solutions [CLV06, Chapter 1]. These are
solutions where it is impossible to improve any objective without making at least one of the others
worse. This Pareto frontier of solutions will then help making the best network management
decisions ensuring none of the objectives are overlooked. Per definition, these Pareto optimal
solutions do not assure that every single one of the objectives have their optimal value individually.
If we completely disregard financial costs and only seek to optimize tailpipe pollutant emissions,
it is likely that a fleet composed entirely of electric buses outperforms other fleet configurations,
despite its cost. However, by studying the solutions in the Pareto frontier, we can simultaneously
take into account the multiple objectives and their relations and consider the different trade-offs
between them. So, we could then, for example, procure the solution with the best emission values
for the least amount of invested money.
In sum, the main problem to be solved is finding the different allocations of the public transit
system resources in order to reach Pareto optimality among the multiple objectives.
3.2 The Mixed Bus Fleet Problem Applied to a Real Scenario
This section describes how to tackle the mixed bus fleet problem when considering a scenario with
real operational data, such as the data provided by STCP; the minimum information necessary to
characterize the scenario is specified here. In addition, a formalization of the problem is provided,
along with the proposal of a solution using multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.
3.2.1 Input data description
Bus route and trip data This information serves as the basis for operational cost, fuel / energy
consumption and pollutant emission calculation. While cost and emission data can be directly
supplied to the solver, it is often easier to retrieve bus trip data and use it to calculate operational
costs, consumption and pollutant emission values. Generally, the information needed is as follows:
• Day of operations (if a day-by-day analysis is desired);
• Trip identification (a trip can be considered a particular route followed at a specific time of
the day);
• Length of trip (in kilometres);
• Instant velocity at several data points along a trip;
• Elevation at several data points along a trip.
This information can be used to calculate consumption values per trip, along with tailpipe
pollutant emission data.
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Consumption and pollutant emission data estimation Consumption and tailpipe emission
models must be used that are able to ascertain those values using either the velocity and elevation
profiles of the trip or its total length. In the case of this study, electric vehicle energy consump-
tion and autonomy data was obtained running an in-depth MATLAB Simulink [The16] power-train
simulation model designed by Deborah Perrotta [PMR+14], using the elevation and velocity pro-
files of each individual trip, and taking into account the regenerative breaking technology of the
vehicles. The simulation outputs included the total energy consumption, in kWh, for the analysed
trip, along with the percentage of battery drained. For Diesel vehicles, consumption and emis-
sion data was calculated using SUMO’s emissions driving cycle tool [DLR16c], receiving as input
the route velocity and elevation profiles as well. This tool uses a model based on the Handbook
Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA) [KKH+99, INF16], version 3, a reference guide
of emission factors for different vehicle categories and traffic situations. Outputs include Carbon
Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen Oxide emission vales, in mg, as well as fuel consump-
tion, in ml. Fuel consumption values for CNG vehicles were retrieved from the work of Hallquist
et al. [HJF+13], which was based on an earlier version of HBEFA. Lastly, due to the difficulty
of finding HBEFA factors for non-diesel buses (HBEFA, while public, requires a fee for first-time
users), relative emissions when compared to Diesel were used for CNG vehicles instead of spe-
cific values. As such, CNG buses were considered to emit 50% less CO and 80% less NOx than
their Diesel counterparts [dR01], and 28% less CO2 [MUR05]. These values were procured for
the MAN NL233 CNG type of CNG buses, which compose a large part of STCP’s fleet, in order
to keep the emissions realistic for the specific scenario at hand. Table 3.1 briefly summarizes this
information.
Table 3.1: Relative tailpipe emission values used for different vehicle typologies
Vehicle type CO2 (kg) CO (kg) NOx (kg)
Diesel HEBFA 3 based HBEFA 3 based HBEFA 3 based
CNG 72% of Diesel emissions 50% of Diesel emissions 20% of Diesel emissions
Electric None None None
Individual vehicle data In order to include purchase cost information in the study, the price
of initial purchase for each vehicle typology must be provided. Chapter 5 specifies the vehicle
purchase prices considered for this particular scenario, using STCP data. In addition, in order to
maintain a baseline service quality, it is also necessary to provide, for each operations day, the trips
each individual vehicle of the fleet must perform. This trip allocation already assumes previous
study by the public transit network manager in order to find the best trip combinations for each
vehicle (even if electric vehicles are not taken into consideration for this allocation). The solver
will use this information to decide the best vehicle typology to use for each set of trips to perform
in that day of operations.
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Monetary cost data modelling Monetary costs are divided into (i) vehicle purchase costs and
(ii) operational costs, represented in Euros in the present work. Vehicle purchase costs occur once
per individual vehicle at the time of purchase, while operational costs include fuel / energy costs,
maintenance costs and other occasional fees the operation of the vehicle can incur in. Regardless
of the number of operational days being studied, purchase costs only occur once per vehicle,
while operational costs differ and must be calculated on a per bus trip basis. Due to the difficulty
on obtaining other operational costs, only costs related to vehicle purchase and fuel / energy were
considered on this dissertation’s study, as shown in Table 3.2. Specific values used to obtain the
results shown in this dissertation are described in Chapter 5.
Table 3.2: Operational costs considered for the real scenario study
Bus type Cost formulation
Electric Electricity - e/kWh
CNG Compressed natural gas - e/kg
Diesel Diesel - e/L
Emission data modelling For the purpose of this study, three different kinds of pollutant emis-
sions were considered: Carbon Monoxide CO, Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Mono-Nitrogen Oxides
(NOx). CO2 is one of the main greenhouse gases responsible for global warming, so it is one of the
most important pollutants to track when considering emission reduction. NOx gases are known
to cause “acid rains” when in contact with water [SA] and can also react with other volatile com-
ponents to form ozone, which can cause health issues [FFS+98]. Lastly, CO is a greenhouse gas
commonly known to be highly toxic, being a lead cause of fatal air poisoning. In addition, it is
one of the components of smog. Given the significance of these three types of emissions, they
were selected to be considered in this study. Emission factors are provided per vehicle typology -
electric, CNG or Diesel. Electric vehicles were considered to produce no pollutant emissions. The
reader is referred to Chapter 5 for the specific values used in this study.
Due to complexity of computation and result analysis, it was of interest to consider pollutant
emissions as a whole, a single objective to tackle, instead of attempting to minimise each pollutant
separately. Since these gases are considerably different among each other, it would be wrong to
simply sum the different gas quantities. Instead, CO and NOx were converted to CO2 equivalent
units, using an approach based on their Global Warming Potential (GWP) [LA90]. A pollutant
in carbon dioxide equivalent units is equal to its mass multiplied by its GWP [BD12]. Table 3.3
shows the GWP values of each of the gases, based on the work of Fuglestvedt et al. [FIW94],
along with the respective conversion to CO2e units.
3.2.2 Problem formalization
The theoretical formalization of the problem considered is as follows.
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Table 3.3: Pollutant GWP and CO2 equivalence
Pollutant Global Warming Potential kg CO2e (For 1 kg)
CO2 1 1
CO 2 2
NOx 68 68
First we define a set, V , of n integer decision variables, shown in Equation 3.1, corresponding
to the n different vehicles in use during the period of operations being studied. Each variable can
have a value of 0, 1 or 2, representing an electric bus, a CNG bus or a Diesel bus, respectively.
V = {v1, ...,vn} ,vi ∈ {0,1,2} (3.1)
There is also a set T of m individual trips to be performed by vehicles, as shown in Equation
3.2. For each trip t j(i = 1, ...,m) there must be one and only one vehicle allocated to perform it.
However, a single vehicle, vi can perform any number of different trips, without repetition. As
such, to each individual vehicle vi, there is a unique set of bus trips, Si, associated, described by
the operational data being studied. Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4 formalize these rules.
T = {t1, ..., tm} (3.2)
Si ⊆ T, i = 1, ...,n (3.3)
Sa∩Sb = {} ,∀a 6= b (3.4)
To each vehicle vi there is an associated cost, ci, corresponding to the initial cost of purchase of
the vehicle and a ratio pi ∈ [0,1] corresponding to the purchase discount obtained when acquiring
the vehicle. At the moment, discounts are considered to belong to three different categories,
corresponding to each of the three different vehicle typologies taken into account. As such, for
example, if the discount ratio for electric vehicles is 0.3, all the electric vehicles will benefit from
that discount in the cost function. Similarly, vehicle purchase prices are fixed values different
according to the vehicle typology. Equation 3.5 and Equation 3.6 summarize these rules. The
actual vehicle cost and discount values vary according to the scenario being studied. Chapter 5
describes the values for the STCP scenario considered.
ci =

celectric, if vi = 0
ccng, if vi = 1
cdiesel, if vi = 2
(3.5)
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pi =

pelectric, if vi = 0
pcng, if vi = 1
pdiesel, if vi = 2
(3.6)
To each vehicle and trip pair, there is an associated fuel (or energy) cost, fi j and a pollutant
emission value, ei j. Similarly to the vehicle costs, fuel costs can also have an associated discount,
qi, that depends on the type of fuel being considered (which is related to the vehicle typology).
Equation 3.7, Equation 3.8 and Equation 3.9 describe these conditions. In addition, for vehicles
allocated to the electric vehicle typology, bi j represents the total battery spent by the vehicle i in
trip j, in percentage. Again, specific values for fuel costs and emissions depend on the scenario at
hands and the values for the STCP scenario considered can be found in Chapter 5.
fi j =

felectric j , if vi = 0
fcng j , if vi = 1
fdiesel j , if vi = 2
(3.7)
qi =

qelectric, if vi = 0
qcng, if vi = 1
qdiesel, if vi = 2
(3.8)
ei j =

eelectric j , if vi = 0
ecng j , if vi = 1
ediesel j , if vi = 2
(3.9)
Given the previously stated equations, we can now define the problem. It can be considered
a multi-objective, constrained, integer optimization problem. We need to find an allocation of
vehicle types to the set of vehicles, V , in order to:
Minimise
E(V ) =
n
∑
i=1
|Si|
∑
j=1
ei j (3.10)
C(V ) =
n
∑
i=1
(
ci (1− pi)+
|Si|
∑
j=1
fi j (1−qi)
)
(3.11)
Subject to
|Si|
∑
j=1
bi j ≤ 100,{i|vi = 0} (3.12)
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|Vcng|
|V | ≤ rcng,Vcng = {v|v = 1} (3.13)
|Vdiesel|
|V | ≤ rdiesel,Vdiesel = {v|v = 2} (3.14)
Equation 3.10 defines the first objective to be minimised, the total pollutant emissions during
the period of operations for the fleet of vehicles configured, E(V ). To remind, these pollutant
emissions are composed of CO2, CO and NOx emissions, converted to carbon dioxide equivalent
units. Equation 3.11 defines the second objective, the total cost for the operations period and
configured vehicle fleet, C(V ), including initial cost to acquire each different vehicle and possible
discounts in purchase and fuel prices.
Some constraints are also needed to assure the validity of the problem. Constraint 3.12 assures
no electric vehicle performs a set of trips that exceeds its total battery autonomy. Constraints 3.13
and 3.14 allow the specification of a maximum ratio of CNG and Diesel vehicles, respectively, to
be used in the fleet.
3.2.3 A solution approach using evolutionary algorithms
Multi-objective optimization problems are frequently solved using evolutionary algorithms, in the
literature. With each extra objective to optimize, the computational complexity grows and the
number of possible solutions grows as well; Usually, a single, optimal solution ceases to exist and
we need to consider a Pareto frontier of solutions [CLV06, Chapter 1]. As previously mentioned,
this frontier represents the different solutions for which it is impossible to improve any objective
without making at least one of the others worse. Finding all the Pareto optimal solutions may
be time and resource demanding for classical, deterministic approaches. As such, meta-heuristics
like evolutionary algorithms strive to find an approximation set for the Pareto frontier.
Diesel buses, while cheaper, are often more pollutant than their electric and compressed nat-
ural gas counterparts. Due to this, there are necessary tradeoffs between pollutant emissions and
cost reduction. This prevents us from obtaining a single optimal solution for the allocation of
bus typologies to trips in any period of operations, showing the usefulness of obtaining a Pareto
frontier of solutions. The number of vehicles in the bus fleet represents the number of decision
variables in our optimization problem. Since this number varies with the scenario being studied,
growing large if more than a single day is considered, evolutionary algorithms seem like a good
first approach. As such, an open-source, multi-objective evolutionary algorithm library was used
in order to quickly implement an algorithm to solve our specific problem [Had16]. Due to its com-
patibility with multiple problem formulations, according to the library documentation, a variation
of the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [SD94] [CLV06, Chapter 2.3.2], called
NSGA-III [DJ14] was used. The authors of NSGA-III describe the procedure to be consistently
efficient with multiple problems and an increasing number of optimization objectives. This gives
an assurance that the approach currently developed in this dissertation could be scaled to a larger
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number of objectives in the future, by using NSGA-III. In addition, the algorithm can be config-
ured with a smaller set of parameters than similar approaches, meaning it would be simpler to
fine-tune this approach as a decision making tool for specific scenarios.
Since performance issues were not critical for the present work, the algorithm was run using
default library parameters. For further theoretical details regarding the NSGA and NSGA-III algo-
rithms, the reader is advised to consult the referred original works. For specific details regarding
the usage of the library and implementation of the solver, for the present scenario, the reader is
referred to Chapter 4.
3.3 A Clustering Based Approach for Trip Profiling
The extensive trip-by-trip data analysis that, at a first look, appears to be needed in order to follow
the approach mentioned in the previous subsection may not be possible. Reasons for this include
data unavailability (e.g. new bus routes that have not been subject to studies, entirely different
study regions or significantly different time periods) or lack of resources (time or otherwise) to
analyse large amounts of data.
This section intends on proposing a data-mining approach to profile and classify bus trips in
order to provide sufficient data for mixed-fleet implementation studies. The main objective of
this approach is to use cluster analysis [KR09] in order to find relevant clusters of bus trips with
specific characteristics. While pre-existent bus trip data is needed in order to perform the actual
analysis and discovering the cluster models, these can be used, in the future, to classify less-studied
bus trips and estimate their profile.
An important distinction to be made is the one of bus route against bus trip. A route, in this
work, is considered to be a fixed path a bus travels. A route has its own characteristics, such as the
route topology, location of bus stops during its course, total length, among others. A specific route
can be travelled in different scenarios, however. For example, the same route travelled during rush
hour can take longer and have a greater exertion on the bus performance than in a calmer situation.
To the travels a bus performs on a single route but under different situations (usually at different
time periods) we call trips.
3.3.1 Input data description
First we start by describing what sort of input data is proposed to be used in order train the char-
acteristic cluster model. This input data was selected on the basis of what sort of characteristics in
a bus trip’s profile are more likely to impact electric vehicle performance.
As such, for each trip, it is of interest to consider:
• The average velocity;
• Number of acceleration moments;
• Number of deceleration moments;
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• Average acceleration;
• Average deceleration;
• Number of ascents along the route;
• Number of descents along the route;
• Average ascent;
• Average descent;
• Total trip length;
• Estimated electric bus energy consumption for the trip;
• Estimated electric bus battery level variation for the trip.
The units used for the input data are irrelevant, as long as the entire data set uses the same
units. In addition, the resulting clusters must be analysed using the same units. Input data should
also be normalized to the same magnitude to prevent some characteristics having a larger weight
than others when clustering.
3.3.2 Clustering methodology
The specific set of steps proposed to perform the data clustering is described here.
First, if the input data set being used to train the cluster model has more characteristics than
the ones previously described, the extra data needs to be filtered out. Secondly, trips with missing
characteristics cannot be used as training data and must be filtered out as well (e.g. trips for
which energy consumption values are not known). After this, any non-numerical characteristics
(for example, dates) must be converted into some sort of numerical representation prior to usage
(specifically if K-means clustering is being employed, as described next).
These few initial steps guarantee that the data is prepared to be supplied into the clustering
algorithm.
K-means clustering The clustering algorithm proposed in this work is the K-means cluster-
ing [HW79]. The basis of this algorithm is grouping the data in K different clusters in order to
maximize the similarity of the elements within a cluster and the dissimilarity between elements
of different clusters. The similarity between elements is based on a measure of the distance be-
tween them, like the Euclidean distance or the Bregman divergence [DD09] (the latter used in this
project).
Briefly speaking, the K-means algorithm starts by selecting K different points that will act as
the centroids of the K potential clusters. A cluster centroid is a point for which each attribute value
is the average value of the same attribute for all the elements in the cluster. After picking these K
centroids, we assign each data example to the cluster with the nearest valued centroid (using the
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distance measure). After this, we recalculate the centroids and repeat the same procedure until the
centroids no longer change between iterations. In sum (adapted from the RapidMiner platform
documentation [Rap16]):
1. Choose a value of K;
2. Select K data points to use as the initial set of K centroids;
3. Assign each one of the data records to the cluster with the nearest centroid, using the distance
measure;
4. Recalculate the centroids of the K clusters;
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the centroids no longer change.
K-means is suggested for this approach due to its simplicity of usage and generally good
results. The next figures show two examples of interesting data retrieved using the clustering
approach. Figure 3.1 shows a bar plot of the average energy consumption per cluster, while Fig-
ure 3.2 shows a scatter plot of the distribution of energy consumption relative to the number of
ascents in a trip, grouped by cluster.
Figure 3.1: Average energy consumption per cluster.
3.3.3 Considerations on the usage of cluster information
Now follows some advice on using the information retrieved from the created cluster models.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of energy consumption relative to the number of ascents in a trip, grouped
by cluster.
Depending on the choice of the number of clusters (K) and on the actual values of the data
provided, the cluster interpretation can vary greatly. For example, for a K = 3 value, one of the
obtained cluster models during this study grouped the trips the following way:
1. Trips with comparatively high average velocity, low number of accelerations and decelera-
tions and low energy consumption;
2. Trips with comparatively low average velocity but a medium number of accelerations and
decelerations and a higher number of ascents and descents, corresponding to medium energy
consumption;
3. Long trips with a medium average velocity in comparison with the other clusters, but very
hilly, with a large number of accelerations and decelerations and corresponding to high
energy consumption.
In broad terms, these clusters could be associated to low, medium and high performance
demand for electric buses.
The utility of the clustering approach can already be seen by allowing a fast and simple way to
profile a large number of different bus trips (in the case of this study, around 36000 trips that took
less than 30 seconds to process) based on multiple configurable characteristics. If performed by a
human, trip by trip, the same task could be considerably more time demanding.
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Besides the possibility to profile trips for which data already exists, the cluster models allow
us to estimate the profile of new, uncategorised, bus trips, based on a subset of their characteristics.
If, for example, we only possessed the information that a given bus trip is long and extremely hilly,
with a “stop-and-go” nature, we could perhaps assume this trip belongs to the high performance
demand cluster. Then, using the characteristic centroid values for that cluster, we can estimate
the value of missing characteristics for the given trip, such as the consumed energy. While this
estimation could be error-prone, it can be a good approach for cases were the trips cannot be
studied with further detail, providing an “educated guess” supported by previous data.
Another possibility of approach, one to be explored in future work, is the attribution of a cost
and emission penalty to each cluster and altering the equations formulated in Section 3.2 to take
these penalties into account. Since this possibility has not been explored to a greater detail until
the present date, it is left here just as a suggestion.
3.4 Microscopic Traffic Simulation for New Scenario Analysis
Often we cannot obtain enough real data to perform large scale studies. For large urban networks,
sometimes even with different public transit agencies operating in the same region, it can be com-
plicated to gather all the desired data.
A possible solution is, instead, to simulate the urban network to a microscopic level and model
the public transit operations to the desired degree of fidelity.
This section proposes a general approach to use the SUMO - Simulation of Urban Mobility
[KHRW] simulator, already described in Section 2.2, to simulate urban networks, in conjunction
with a Simulink electric bus model to accurately simulate the operations of electric buses. An
attempt is made to summarize the workflow of such an approach, describing the necessary steps
to perform and input and output data to consider, along with some caveats necessary to take into
account.
3.4.1 Urban network modelling
The first step consists in modelling the actual urban network under study. This involves modelling
streets, lanes, traffic light information, speed limits and other traffic rules, roundabouts, highways,
bus-only lanes, rail-roads, and all other information that describes the network. In sum, the net-
work topology and logic needs to be described. To use with SUMO, all this information is defined
in a XML format file called the network file. Creating this file “from scratch” is a complex and
time consuming task that requires a vast knowledge of the urban network being modelled.
To simplify this task, SUMO allows importing urban networks directly from different sources,
using the NETCONVERT [DLR16b] tool. These sources include other traffic simulators, geospa-
tial shapefiles and the collaborative world mapping service OpenStreetMap [Ope16]. Public tran-
sit simulations require a particularly detailed modelling of the bus stops and their locations, along
with the specification of the different bus routes and service times (the latter two being character-
istics of demand modelling).
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After modelling the road topology and logic, a phase of demand modelling follows. Demand
modelling consists on describing the vehicles and respective routes that will be present in the
simulation, along with possible individual peons and logistics. Demand modelling can be defined
on an individual element basis (like, for example, specifying the routes a bus takes during the
simulation period) or generated automatically with basis on probability models, specific activities
or optimal models. Vehicles and vehicle types can be described using a series of vehicle models
embedded in the platform, that can provide accurate fuel and pollutant emission estimation (based
on factors such as the ones described in HBEFA [KKH+99]).
Having the network topology, logic, and demand modelled, the simulation should be ready to
run. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the Aliados urban network, in Porto, Portugal, as seen in the
SUMO GUI.
Figure 3.3: Aliados urban network, in Porto, Portugal, as seen in the SUMO GUI
3.4.2 Using SUMO and Simulink
Since this study concerns specifically with the usage of electric buses it is important to simulate
accurately the functioning of these vehicles. The methodology followed was to use a MATLAB
Simulink model of an electric bus powertrain to simulate energy consumption, regenerative break-
ing and battery autonomy values for each electric bus in the network. The High Level Architecture
concept, as described in Section 2.2.3, was used to integrate the Simulink model with SUMO.
The electric vehicle model should receive, at each simulation step, the current velocity and road
elevation provided by the urban network simulation; then, values simulated by the vehicle model
should be fed back to SUMO.
Figure 3.4 schematises the SUMO and Simulink HLA-based integration.
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Figure 3.4: HLA integration of SUMO and Simulink, as proposed by Macedo et al. [MKS+]
3.4.3 Output data
Interesting and useful output data obtainable after running the urban network simulation includes
the following:
• “Raw” vehicle positions;
• Pollutant emissions;
• Fuel / energy consumption values;
• Velocity values;
• Trajectory information;
• Electric battery usage.
In particular for the Simulink model, outputs include:
• Acceleration at different time points;
• Battery autonomy information;
• Energy consumption;
• Energy recuperation by regenerative braking.
If able to retrieve these values for a set of bus trips during a simulated period of operations,
the simulated scenario can be studied using the approach proposed in Section 3.2.
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3.4.4 Considerations on the usage of microscopic traffic simulation for scenario
creation and analysis
Provided a good urban network modelling is provided, using SUMO and Simulink to create elab-
orate public transit operation scenarios to study is a viable alternative to real data analysis.
However, due to the simulation platform’s high level of detail, errors in the network modelling
can have a large influence in the simulation outcome. For example, during the development of the
work described in this dissertation, an attempt to model the Aliados area of Porto, in Portugal, by
auto-importing this data from OpenStreetMap, was made. While, at first glance, the model looked
accurate and the simulations were seemingly correctly executed, a more in-depth analysis showed
some issues. A large number of road lanes were incorrectly connected and traffic light logic was
often erroneous. While this did not stop the simulation from running, it tended to cause traffic
“deadlocks” which would force SUMO to relocate the vehicles from road to road when they got
stuck. For general vehicles in the network, this relocation had no severe impacts. However, when
it happened to the electric buses being studied, these “teleportation”-like movements skewed the
final results.
In addition, modelling bus stops and bus routes can be complicated. In the case of Porto,
Portugal, bus public transit information is still hidden from public API usage, preventing automatic
generation of this data for use in the simulations. Some attempts to circumvent this limitation were
made, more concretely described in Chapter 4.
Lastly, while the whole network simulation can be run in a single instance of the SUMO plat-
form, each electric bus needs its own individual Simulink model being executed. This requires an
extension of the HLA-based code to allow for parallel execution of multiple Simulink instances,
all in communication with the SUMO platform. This can pose some computational challenges, as
well as demanding a computer with the capacity of running a large amount of simulation models
simultaneously. For example, a day of operations for the STCP data studied in this work consid-
ered fleets with more than 200 vehicles. To simulate a fleet composed entirely of electric buses, it
would imply running more than 200 Simulink models simultaneously.
The reader should take into account these caveats when considering studying new scenarios
through simulation. While, by far, not an impossible approach, correctly retrieving and modelling
all the needed data can be a time and resource demanding task. In addition, performing the simu-
lation for a large fleet or network can be computationally expensive.
For some of these reasons, the microscopic simulation approach, while explored during the
course of this dissertation work, was superseded by the real data analysis.
3.5 Summary
This chapter begun by stating the main problem addressed by this dissertation work. It concerns to
ascertaining the optimal resource allocation of a public transport system, in terms of vehicle types,
in order to robustly implement a mixed fleet of electric and conventional buses. The developed
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solution should consider different fleet management characteristics, such as individual vehicles
performing more than one trip per operations day. As results of the analysis, the solution should
find the Pareto-optimal balance between the environmental impacts and economical impacts of the
mixed bus fleet implementation.
The approaches explored during the course of this dissertation to fulfil these goals were de-
scribed next, in an attempt to give the reader a clear view of the methodological approach followed.
Firstly, the full approach considering real operational data as input was presented, alongside a
mathematical formalization of the mixed bus fleet problem at hands, as a multi-objective, con-
strained, integer optimization problem. Secondly, a methodology for bus trip profiling and clas-
sification, using cluster analysis was proposed. Lastly, a description on how microscopic traffic
simulation could be used to study new public transit scenarios was shown.
The description of the approaches included an overview of necessary input data, the basic
workflow, or methodologies used, to reach results and the expected output. In addition, an expla-
nation of possible caveats to each of the approaches was attempted. By providing an overview of
different methods to study the implementation of a mixed bus fleet, we try to adapt to different
situations of data availability and study scale.
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Chapter 4
Implementation Notes and Details
In this chapter we provide to the reader technical details on the developments during the course of
the dissertation work. These include details on the preparation and manipulation of the operational
data provided by STCP, general description of approaches used to perform emission and cost
estimates, the Simulink setup used to estimate electric bus data for each analysed trip, the multi-
objective optimizer set-up and details on the clustering and microscopic simulation approaches.
The main objective of this chapter is then to aid the understanding of the theoretical approaches
described in Chapter 3 and put the developed technical implementations up for review by the
reader. In addition, if the reader is seeking to implement any of the methodologies to perform
similar studies, the details in this chapter may work as a starting point or reference guide.
4.1 Data Storage, Selection and Preparation
This section has the objective of describing how the operational data provided by STCP was re-
ceived, stored, filtered, analysed and prepared to be used in the methodologies described in Chap-
ter 3.
4.1.1 General information
The public transit agency provided operational data corresponding to a week of operations, span-
ning from 09/05/2016 to 16/05/2016. The data consisted in three tables, one with bus driver
information, “motoristas”, the second with bus stop information, “paragens” and the third one
with periodically captured data of individual bus operations, “regposicao”. Each row of the latter
table consisted in a data point providing the following information: Timestamp of capture, Vehicle
number, Position coordinates, Bus driver ID, Service number, Shift number, Trip number, Line di-
rection (origin to destination, or destination to origin), ID of next bus stop, Order position of next
bus stop, Total distance travelled within the service period, Trip start timestamp, Service start
timestamp and Velocity at time of capture. In total, there were roughly 3.5 million data points.
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Within each vehicle trip, the period of time between capture points was found to be roughly 30
seconds, although there were frequently instances were this period was shorter or significantly
lengthier (more than 5 minutes). Table 4.1 summarizes the information regarding the data tables.
Table 4.1: Summary of data tables provided by STCP.
Column Format Example Row count
motoristas id numeric 507 795
nome string “Condutor 00507”
paragens
nr_ptparagem numeric 2374
2392
cod_paragem string “CDFT1”
descricao string “CEDOFEITA”
x string “157485,64”
y string “458415,35”
margem_gps numeric 50
regposicao
nr_veiculo numeric 3074
3574309
data_trama timestamp “2016-05-12 08:11:00”
x string “153948,6”
y string “468039,8”
motorista numeric 252
nr_servico numeric 5614
nr_linha string “506”
nr_turno numeric 4
nr_viagem numeric 2
sentido string “I”
nr_ptparagem numeric 976
nr_orgem_paragem numeric 35
servico_km numeric 18.6
inicio_viagem timestamp “2016-05-12 07:33:28”
inicio_servico timestamp “2016-05-12 07:05:37”
velocidade numeric 6
The study performed concentrated on the data from the table of regposicao. As such, most of
the data processing operations described in this section will be focused on that particular table.
4.1.2 Original data format and migration
The data was originally provided as a SQL Server database backup. After restoring this backup
to a concrete database instance, it was migrated to a PostgreSQL database [Pos16b] format using
a data migration tool [Pos16b]. This migration was performed due to the simplicity and open
nature of PostgreSQL, along with the possibility of using the PostGIS extension [Pos16a] to easily
configure a geospatial database.
After the migration, the database model consisted in the tables already described in Table 4.1.
The general relationship between the tables is described in Figure 4.1. As mentioned before, the
data points in the table regposicao were not captured at regular intervals, but most were captured
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in approximately 30 second intervals. Some rows in the original database had missing data in
several columns. Velocity, in column velocidade was represented in km/h and servico_km in km.
Figure 4.1: Original data tables after PostgreSQL migration and general relationships.
The geographic coordinates present in the tables, represented by the “x” and “y” columns were
in the EPSG:20790 projected coordinate system [Klo16], corresponding to the Lisbon 1937 datum
and in use by the Portuguese military. As described in Section 4.1.3, these coordinates were later
converted to the GPS standard coordinate system, EPSG:4326 (more commonly referred to as
WGS84) [New16].
Other column formats or units should be self-explanatory.
4.1.3 Data selection and preparation
A set of operations was performed on the database in order to prepare the data for the objectives
of the study, starting by removing data rows with missing column data.
One of the main operations was normalizing the database by dividing the regposicao table into
two different tables, viagens (trips) and registo_viagens (trip registry). The trips table summarizes
individual trip information, while the trip registry table stores the data frames for each individual
trip. This operation identified individual trips by finding unique combinations of operation day,
trip number, trip direction, bus line number and vehicle in use. These individual trips were moved
to the table viagens. To each individual trip is associated the respective set of captured data frames,
from table regposicao. These data points were moved to table registo_viagens. The objective of
this normalization is to facilitate the identification of individual bus trips and allow for easy data
aggregation operations on the captured data points.
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After this normalization, the database was extended with the previously mentioned PostGIS
extension to add geospatial capabilities. For starters, these capabilities were used to convert all the
coordinates in the EPSG:20790 projection system to the WGS84 one, creating a “geom” column
in the trip registry table with the geographic information of each point, in order to allow standard
latitude and longitude queries. After this, elevation geodata for Portugal was retrieved from the
Eurostat database [Eur16b], converted to a PostGIS-compatible format and added to the database,
stored in a newly created table, demelevation. A query was then created to add elevation data to
each data frame in the trip registry table.
Having all the necessary data in the trip and trip registry tables, there was a phase of ag-
gregation queries to extract useful information. In general, the aggregations performed were the
following, added to the viagens table:
• Average velocity per trip;
• Variation of velocity between each data point;
• Variation of elevation between each data point;
• Number of accelerations and decelerations (a parameter in the query specified absolute vari-
ations would have to be of at least 5 km/h to be counted);
• Number of positive and negative elevation variations (ascents and descents, a parameter in
the query specified absolute variations would have to be of at least 1 meter to be counted);
• Average acceleration and deceleration;
• Average ascent and descent;
• Elapsed time between each data frame for a trip;
• Accumulated elapsed time between each data frame for a trip;
• Total length of each trip, using servico_km column data.
Following this phase, the SUMO emissions driving cycle tool and emission factors, already
mentioned in Section 3.2, and the Simulink model, described in Section 4.2, were used to acquire
fuel and energy consumption, as well as emission data for Electric, Compressed Natural Gas and
Diesel buses. Data supplied to the tools consisted of second-by-second velocity and elevation
values for each trip, interpolated where necessary. The output data was then added to the viagens
table, summarized for each individual trip.
After all the necessary data being added, a brief data filtration phase started. In here, trips with
information that was inconsistent or considered insufficient for the study were removed, along
with apparently erroneous data frames. Briefly, data that was removed included:
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• Trips with a small number of captured data points. The criteria used was less than 20 data
points. Assuming an average of 30 seconds between data captures, it would mean the trips
had less than 10 minutes of captured data, which would prove too error-prone to interpolate
and use in the studies;
• Individual data frames belonging to a specific trip with inconsistent data when compared to
other data frames in the same trip (such as different trip directions);
• Data frames with large time periods since the previous data capture;
• Data frames with seemingly erroneous geographic or topological data, such as 0 or negative
elevation values (which would correspond to points in the ocean or underwater, respec-
tively).
The following list summarizes all the steps taken to prepare the data.
1. Remove data rows with missing column values;
2. Normalize the database by creating two tables, one for trip summary information (viagens),
and another for data frames captured for each individual trip (registo_viagens);
3. Extend the PostgreSQL database with the PostGIS extension;
4. Convert EPSG:20790 coordinates to standard latitude and longitude points (WGS84);
5. Retrieve Portugal elevation data, convert and add to the database;
6. Add a column to registo_viagens with the elevation for each point, using previously added
data;
7. Perform aggregation operations on the data frames from registo_viagens and add that infor-
mation to the trip summary (viagens) table;
8. Calculate total emissions and fuel or energy data and add to the viagens table;
9. Filter out inconsistent data.
To close this description of data preparation, the reader is left with an overview of the database
scheme after all data operations performed, in Figure 4.2.
4.1.4 Data reliability
A brief note on the reliability of the data used is made here. Due to the large amount of data under
analysis, it is possible that some inconsistent data was not successfully filtered out before being
used as input for the study. In particular, correcting geospatial coordinate related errors would
require a large effort. Nonetheless, due to the large amount of data, using reference geographic
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Figure 4.2: Database scheme after data preparation.
information and automatic GPS data processing methods [FCR09, FCR10] could prove effective
to correct many inaccuracies.
In general, despite the possibly existing errors, since the overall number of trips under analysis
is significantly large, a small number of trips with data errors can be assumed not to impact the
results much. In addition, emission and fuel values, as well as costs for fuel and vehicles were
not provided by STCP, instead being calculated using averages or other estimations found in the
literature. If such values were directly provided, related to the STCP scenario at hands, it would
be possible to increase the reliability of all calculations.
4.2 Electric Bus Powertrain Simulation for Performance Estimation
This section approaches some technical details regarding the Simulink powertrain model used to
estimate electric bus performance data.
As previously mentioned, the model was developed by Deborah Perrotta [PMR+14] and im-
plemented using MATLAB’s Simulink tool. The model describes the powertrain of an electric bus
developed by Salvador Caetano Group’s bus manufacturing company CaetanoBus, of Portuguese
origin [Cae16], the COBUS 2500 EL.
Figure 4.3 is an overview of the Simulink model. Each of the individual boxes represents a
complex mechanical subsystem of the powertrain. As an example, Figure 4.4 shows the battery
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subsystem model. For further details on the model specification, the reader is advised to consult
the work of Perrotta et al., previously referred in this section. For information regarding electric
vehicle powertrain models, in general, the reader can also consult the work of Barreras et al.
[BPdC+15].
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Figure 4.3: COBUS 2500 EL Simulink model overview.
Minimal changes were required to use the model for the present study. In particular, the model
inputs were changed to read the velocity and elevation data directly from the MATLAB workspace
instead of from files. This allowed the creation of a MATLAB program that, for a specific day
of operations, queried the database to retrieve time, velocity and elevation data for all the trips
performed in the database and ran the Simulink model individually for each trip. After, the model
outputs were automatically inserted back into the database.
The following is an excerpt from the MATLAB program developed, showing the main simu-
lation loop:
1 for i = ids
2 % Observations with id = x
3 inds = data(:,1) == i;
4 elevacoes = data(inds,2:3);
5 velocidades = data(inds,[2 4]);
6
7 % Extract total trip time
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Figure 4.4: Simulink battery subsystem model.
8 totalTime = max(elevacoes(:,1)) + 1;
9
10 disp('Simulating...')
11 SimOut = sim('cateanocycle_16.slx', 'StopTime', sprintf('%d',
totalTime));
12
13 energy = SimOut.get('Energy').signals(1).values(end);
14 regenEnergy = SimOut.get('RegenEnergy').signals(1).values(end);
15 batteryLevelAtEnd = SimOut.get('Battery_Scope').signals(2).
values(end);
16 spentBatteryLevel = 100 - SimOut.get('Battery_Scope').signals(2)
.values(end);
17
18 results(matrixIndex,:) = [i energy regenEnergy batteryLevelAtEnd
spentBatteryLevel];
19 matrixIndex = matrixIndex + 1;
20 end
Instead of performing a database query twice per trip, once to retrieve the trip data, and another
to store it in the database, a single query that reads the information for all the trips, at once, is
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performed and stored in a data matrix. The aforementioned loop then reads individual trip data
from that matrix, runs the simulation and stores the output in another matrix. Then, the matrix
with all the outputs is used to store the data back into the database, again in a single query:
1 resultsCells = num2cell(results(:,2:5));
2
3 ids = cellfun(@num2str, num2cell(results(:,1)), 'UniformOutput',
false);
4
5 whereClause = (strcat(' WHERE id = ', ids));
6
7 update(conn,'viagens',{'energy','regenenergy','batterylevelatend','
spentbatterylevel'},resultsCells, whereClause);
This approach was devised because tests showed that while the Simulink model was able to
perform the whole simulation in less than 0.5 seconds, the query to retrieve trip data from the
database, and the query to store the simulation outputs in a database table together took over 2
seconds to execute. This meant that running the simulation for the over 30000 different trips in the
database would take around 17 hours. With this approach, it instead took 5 times less, for a total
of around 4 hours of execution time.
4.3 On the Implementation of the Evolutionary Algorithm Based Solver
The objective of this section is sharing with the reader relevant details regarding the implementa-
tion of the evolutionary solver for the mixed fleet problem formulated in Section 3.2.2. The solver
was implemented in the Java [Ora16a] language, with recourse of JavaEE [Ora16b] to make the
connection with the PostgreSQL database and the MOEA framework [Had16] to implement the
algorithms.
4.3.1 Solver connection to the database
To simplify the data retrieval process from the PostgreSQL database a persistence layer was cre-
ated using Java Enterprise Edition. Through this, it was possible to model the viagens database
table into a Java class directly, and seamlessly query the database for information regarding this
table.
In addition, a Vehicle class was also created that represents each individual vehicle in the bus
fleet being optimized by the solver. Figure 4.5 shows the attributes this class possesses. The index
attribute represents which decision variable this Vehicle object defines. For example, if index = 0, it
means this Vehicle object represents the first decision variable of the problem. the vehicleNumber
attribute identifies the corresponding vehicle number in the database. The tripIDs list stores the
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IDs of all the trips this vehicle instance is supposed to perform in the period of operations under
study. The remaining attributes accumulate the total emissions and fuel (or energy) consumption
values for all the trips the vehicle is performing.
Figure 4.5: Vehicle class and its attributes.
In addition, this class defines two important methods used to calculate the total emissions
in CO2e equivalent units and the total costs for the vehicle, getEmissionsCO2Equivalent(int ve-
hicleType) and getTotalCost(int vehicleType), respectively. The current implementation of these
methods is as follows:
1 public double getEmissionsCO2Equivalent(int vehicleType) {
2 switch(vehicleType) {
3 case ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_TYPE:
4 return 0.0;
5 case CNG_VEHICLE_TYPE:
6 double coKg = (getTotalDieselCO() * (1 - 0.50)) / 1000000;
7 double co2Kg = (getTotalDieselCO2()*(1 - 0.28)) / 1000000;
8 double noxKg = (getTotalDieselNOx()*(1 - 0.80)) / 1000000;
9 double noxCO2Eq = noxKg * NOX_GLOBAL_WARMING_POTENTIAL_100_YEARS;
10 double coCO2Eq = coKg * CO_GLOBAL_WARMING_POTENTIAL_100_YEARS;
11 return co2Kg + coCO2Eq + noxCO2Eq;
12 case DIESEL_VEHICLE_TYPE:
13 coKg = getTotalDieselCO() / 1000000;
14 co2Kg = getTotalDieselCO2() / 1000000;
15 noxKg = getTotalDieselNOx() / 1000000;
16 noxCO2Eq = noxKg * NOX_GLOBAL_WARMING_POTENTIAL_100_YEARS;
17 coCO2Eq = coKg * CO_GLOBAL_WARMING_POTENTIAL_100_YEARS;
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18
19 return co2Kg + coCO2Eq + noxCO2Eq;
20 default:
21 throw new RuntimeException("Emissions calculator received invalid
vehicle type!");
22 }
23 }
1 public double getTotalCost(int vehicleType) {
2 switch(vehicleType) {
3 case ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_TYPE:
4 return (ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_COST * (1 - ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_DISCOUNT))
5 + (totalSpentEnergy * ELECTRICITY_COST_PER_KWH * (1 -
ELECTRICITY_DISCOUNT));
6 case CNG_VEHICLE_TYPE:
7 return (CNG_VEHICLE_COST * (1 - CNG_VEHICLE_DISCOUNT))
8 + (totalSpentCNG * CNG_COST_PER_G * (1 - CNG_DISCOUNT));
9 case DIESEL_VEHICLE_TYPE:
10 return (DIESEL_VEHICLE_COST * (1 - DIESEL_VEHICLE_DISCOUNT))
11 + (totalSpentDiesel * DIESEL_COST_PER_ML * (1 -
DIESEL_DISCOUNT));
12 default:
13 throw new RuntimeException("Cost calculator received invalid vehicle
type!");
14 }
15 }
In the getEmissionsCO2Equivalent(int vehicleType we can see that electric vehicle emissions
are defined as 0, while CNG emissions are defined as ratios of Diesel emissions. All emissions are
converted to kg before converting to CO2e units.
In the getTotalCost(int vehicleType) method, ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_COST, CNG_VEHICLE_
COST and DIESEL_VEHICLE_COST correspond to the initial purchase cost of electric, CND and
diesel type buses, respectively. The corresponding DISCOUNT constants indicate how much those
prices are to be discounted when calculating the total cost. Similarly, ELECTRICITY_COST_PER_
KWH, CNG_COST_PER_G, DIESEL_COST_PER_ML correspond to electricity and fuel prices,
with their corresponding DISCOUNT values as well.
The price and discount constants shown in the code can and should be adapted by the user to
the scenario at hands, as they can have a significant impact on the optimization results.
4.3.2 Overview of the MOEA framework
The MOEA (Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm) framework [Had16] is a free and open-
source Java framework for developing and experimenting with multi-objective evolutionary al-
gorithms (MOEAs) and other general-purpose optimization algorithms. The framework supports
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several kinds of evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms, differential evolution and par-
ticle swarm optimization. It is often used to conduct comparative studies to assess efficiency and
reliability of proposed multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.
It was selected to be used in this project due to its simplicity of installation, configuration and
overall use. Documentation is plenty and includes well explained usage examples. Key features
of the framework include:
• Fast, reliable implementations of many state-of-the-art multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithms;
• Simple extensibility with custom algorithms or problems;
• Modular design;
• Permissive open-source license;
• Fully documented source code;
• Extensive online support;
• Many test cases ensuring validity (over 1200, according to the authors).
The workflow of the framework is simple for most simple cases, although a considerable
degree of customization is possible. We need to specify the problem to be solved, by defining the
number of decision variables, objectives and constraints. Then we must implement a method that
generates a prototype solution, describing each decision variable, their type and corresponding
bounds. Finally, we need to define an evaluation function that computes the values for all the
optimization objectives. The following subsections give a brief overview of the code implemented
for these purposes.
4.3.3 Problem definition
As defined in the formulation done in Section 3.2.2, the problem has a number of integer decision
variables equal to the number of vehicles in the fleet to be optimized. Each can take on the values
0, representing an electric bus, 1, representing a CNG bus and 2, representing a Diesel bus. The
problem has two objectives to be minimised, the total emissions, in CO2e units and the total
cost, which may or may not include initial vehicle purchase costs. Lastly, the problem has three
constraints that must be fulfilled to ensure the validity of the solutions.
The framework needs a class implementing the AbstractProblem interface, which requires
the implementation of a constructor, a prototype solution generation function (the newSolution()
method) and an evaluation function (the evaluate(Solution solution) method).
The constructor is simple, initializing the list of vehicles with Vehicle class objects and pass-
ing the number of decision variables, objectives and constraints to the superclass constructor. The
implementation is as follows:
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1 public ElectricBusDistributionProblem(List<Vehicle> vehicles, int numberOfVariables
) {
2 super(numberOfVariables, 2, 3);
3 this.vehicles = vehicles;
4 }
In addition, the prototype solution generation function was implemented as follows:
1 public Solution newSolution() {
2 int numberOfVariables = this.getNumberOfVariables();
3 Solution solution = new Solution(numberOfVariables, 2, 3);
4 for(int i = 0; i < numberOfVariables; i++) {
5 solution.setVariable(i, EncodingUtils.newBinaryInt(0, 2));
6 }
7
8 return solution;
9 }
We can see in the code each decision variable being defined as an integer with range [0,2],
encoded with a bit string representation: EncodingUtils.newBinaryInt(0, 2)
4.3.4 Evaluation function
The evaluation function is slightly more complex in comparison with the previous described code:
1 public void evaluate(Solution solution) {
2 double totalEmissionsCO2Eq = 0.0;
3 double totalCostAllVehicles = 0.0;
4
5 int numberExceedingTotalSpentBattery = 0;
6 int numberOfElectricBuses = 0;
7 int numberOfCNGBuses = 0;
8 int numberOfDieselBuses = 0;
9
10 for(int i = 0; i < solution.getNumberOfVariables(); i++) {
11 int vehicleType = EncodingUtils.getInt(solution.getVariable(i));
12
13 Vehicle vehicle = ElectricBusDistributor.getVehicleByIndex(i, vehicles);
14 assert vehicle != null;
15
16 switch(vehicleType) {
17 case Vehicle.ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_TYPE:
18 totalEmissionsCO2Eq += vehicle.getEmissionsCO2Equivalent(Vehicle.
ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_TYPE);
19
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20 double totalCost = vehicle.getTotalCost(Vehicle.
ELECTRIC_VEHICLE_TYPE);
21 assert totalCost >= 0;
22 totalCostAllVehicles += totalCost;
23
24 double totalSpentBattery = vehicle.getTotalSpentBattery();
25 if(totalSpentBattery > (100.0 + Vehicle.
EXTRA_ELECTRIC_BATTERY_PERCENT)) {
26 numberExceedingTotalSpentBattery++;
27 }
28
29 numberOfElectricBuses++;
30 break;
31 case Vehicle.CNG_VEHICLE_TYPE:
32 totalEmissionsCO2Eq += vehicle.getEmissionsCO2Equivalent(Vehicle.
CNG_VEHICLE_TYPE);
33
34 totalCost = vehicle.getTotalCost(Vehicle.CNG_VEHICLE_TYPE);
35 assert totalCost >= 0;
36 totalCostAllVehicles += totalCost;
37
38 numberOfCNGBuses++;
39 break;
40 case Vehicle.DIESEL_VEHICLE_TYPE:
41 totalEmissionsCO2Eq += vehicle.getEmissionsCO2Equivalent(Vehicle.
DIESEL_VEHICLE_TYPE);
42
43 totalCost = vehicle.getTotalCost(Vehicle.DIESEL_VEHICLE_TYPE);
44 assert totalCost >= 0;
45 totalCostAllVehicles += totalCost;
46
47 numberOfDieselBuses++;
48 break;
49 }
50 }
51
52 // Make sure no electric vehicle exceeds its autonomy
53 solution.setConstraint(0, numberExceedingTotalSpentBattery == 0 ? 0 :
numberExceedingTotalSpentBattery);
54
55 // Make sure the number of CNG buses on the fleet is <= the maximum ratio
56 double cngBusRatio = ((double) numberOfCNGBuses) / solution.
getNumberOfVariables();
57 solution.setConstraint(1, cngBusRatio <= MAXIMUM_ALLOWED_CNG_BUS_RATIO ? 0.0 :
cngBusRatio);
58
59 // Make sure the number of Diesel buses on the fleet is <= the maximum ratio
60 double dieselBusRatio = ((double) numberOfDieselBuses) / solution.
getNumberOfVariables();
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61 solution.setConstraint(2, dieselBusRatio <= MAXIMUM_ALLOWED_DIESEL_BUS_RATIO ?
0.0 : dieselBusRatio);
62
63 solution.setObjective(0, totalEmissionsCO2Eq);
64 solution.setObjective(1, totalCostAllVehicles);
65 }
The evaluation function iterates through each decision variable. Lines 16 to 50 calculate costs
and emissions differently considering the type of vehicle allocated to the variable. Lines 52 to 61
check if constraints are not broken with the solution under analysis. The first constraint ensures
there are no electric vehicles exceeding their total battery autonomy to perform their allocated set
of trips. The two other constraints allow us to define a maximum ratio of CNG and Diesel vehicles
in the fleet. For example, STCP has a fleet composed of about 50% CNG vehicles and the rest
Diesel ones. We can model that characteristic using these constraints.
The last two lines of code set the value of the two objectives to the accumulated emission and
cost values.
4.3.5 Configuration parameters
Most of the parameters for the solver were kept on their default values. The following code pertains
to the creation of the problem instance and execution of the solver:
1 Problem problem = new ElectricBusDistributionProblem(vehicles, vehicles.size());
2
3 String algorithmToUse = "NSGAIII";
4
5 NondominatedPopulation result = new Executor()
6 .withAlgorithm(algorithmToUse)
7 .withProblem(problem)
8 .withMaxTime(240000)
9 .distributeOnAllCores()
10 .run();
The algorithm to use is set to the NSGA-III algorithm. The termination condition was set to a
maximum execution time of 240 seconds because, based on the test runs performed, longer exe-
cution times were not generating significantly different solutions. Lastly, distributeOnAllCores()
allows the algorithm to run on multiple CPU cores in a parallel fashion, essentially speeding up
the performance of the solver. Other parameters could be further configured, but due to the qual-
ity of the solutions obtained versus the time it would probably take to fine-tune the solver, the
configuration was left as shown, for the time being.
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4.3.6 Output formats
The outputs of the solver are three: a plot of the approximated Pareto frontier of solutions, between
the emissions objective and the total costs one, as seen on Figure 4.6. A CSV file containing the
description of each of the solutions in the Pareto frontier, detailing the number of each type of
bus, total emissions and cost values and the corresponding allocation of vehicles, in the form of
a sequence of 0, 1, 2 numbers, exemplified in Table 4.2. Lastly, another CSV file, specifying, for
each vehicle in each solution, the corresponding vehicle ID, vehicle type allocated and the IDs of
the set of trips performed, as shown in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.6: Pareto frontier plot example.
Table 4.2: Excerpt of a solution description file. Last column is truncated due to the wide length
of the allocation string.
solution_number total_emissions_co2e total_cost total_vehicles electric_buses cng_buses diesel_buses allocation
0 26132.151 12768.093 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 (...)
1 26478.016 12720.641 219 67 109 43 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 1 (...)
2 27250.086 12666.050 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 (...)
3 25836.765 12841.589 219 64 109 46 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 (...)
4 26875.216 12690.829 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 (...)
5 25805.761 12850.444 219 64 109 46 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 (...)
6 26019.512 12793.863 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 (...)
7 27686.641 12657.309 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 1 1 2 (...)
8 26923.015 12680.674 219 67 109 43 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 (...)
9 26052.647 12781.590 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 (...)
10 27108.227 12671.936 219 66 109 44 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 (...)
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Table 4.3: Excerpt of a vehicle allocation details file.
solution_number vehicle_number vehicle_type trips_performed
0 3247 ELECTRIC 15355 15356
0 3160 DIESEL 29792 29799 29791 29794 29796 29802 29800
0 3114 DIESEL 22769 22766 22771 22775 22776 22779 35867 22764 22772 22780
22783 22784 22787
0 3113 CNG 8266 8278 8267 8269 8282 8286 8287 8264 8273 8276 8284 8290
8279 32833 8271
0 3142 DIESEL 23261 23260 23248 23253 23245 23256 23265 23268 23274 23257
23264 23244 23249 23252 23269 23272 23242
0 1738 CNG 27351 27353 27361 27352 27357 27365 27348 27355 27360 27362
27363 27366 27367 27350 27356 27358 27364 27346 27347 27349
27354 27359 27368
0 3222 ELECTRIC 19000 21458 21464 18999 21460 21463 21469
0 1101 DIESEL 6210 6220 6181 6195 6201 6206 6216 6188
0 3227 CNG 22251 22230 22234 22248 22233 22239 22242 22245 22254 22236
22229 22257
0 3088 CNG 8863 8859 8858 8861 8860 8862 8865 8864
0 3091 CNG 9154 9147 9160 8853 9150 9152 9175 8855 9148 9156 9169 9173
9157 9167 9165
0 3155 CNG 18968 18987 18988 18974 18985 18967 18972 18983 18996 18979
18970 18976 18981 18994
4.4 K-means Clustering Using RapidMiner
This section approaches specific details regarding to the clustering process described in Sec-
tion 3.3, in particular relating to the usage of the RapidMiner platform.
The relevant data needed to perform the clustering has already been described in the afore-
mentioned section, and so we are now going to focus on describing the RapidMiner process.
1. The first step is using a Retrieve operator to retrieve the data from the PostgreSQL database.
We are clustering on the trip summary, viagens, table so we make sure only to load that
table;
2. Next we use a Select Attributes operator to specify which columns of the table we want to
consider in the clustering process. If any of the used columns has non-numerical data, we
need to ensure we convert it to numeric in order to use K-means clustering;
3. A Set Role operator is used to specify that the ID column works as the ID of each example in
the data set (this is important to ensure the ID column is not used in the clustering process);
4. Then we use Normalize to automatically normalize all data attributes;
5. The filtered, normalized data is supplied to the Clustering (k-Means) operator, which out-
puts both a cluster model (giving us the centroid values for the retrieved clusters) and the
clustered set (the original dataset grouped into one of the clusters). For this work, a K value
of 3 was used, in order to create three different clusters, since higher numbers were starting
to create very similar clusters. The BregmanDiversity measure type was used. The rest of
the parameters were left to their default values;
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6. For better visualization, we need to “de-normalize” the cluster model and the clustered data
set back to the original values; Using a De-Normalize operator on the normalization model
we previously used, we can create a de-normalization model and apply it to our results;
7. Lastly we can review and analyse the results.
The whole process for the around 30000 trips in the database takes less than a minute to run,
meaning it is not very time consuming to keep configuring the process parameters and reviewing
the corresponding results. Figure 4.7 shows the RapidMiner process the previous list of steps
defines. This process can easily be adapted to include further data processing steps or to try an
extract different data from the final clustered set (e.g. analysing the distribution of trip times
among each cluster). Table 4.4 shows an example of obtained cluster centroid values. Note that
some of the table columns were removed to reduce the length of the example.
Figure 4.7: RapidMiner process for K-means clustering of data.
Table 4.4: Example of cluster centroids.
cluster Avg. Velocity No. Accelerations No. Brakes No. Descents No. Ascents Length Energy
cluster_0 19.746 22.242 21.154 19.652 19.821 9.285 17.236
cluster_1 14.702 33.021 30.397 26.323 26.303 10.400 29.527
cluster_2 17.448 47.712 43.783 37.233 37.534 16.419 39.497
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4.5 SUMO for Microscopic Traffic Simulation
This section describes the developments made towards using SUMO for microscopic traffic simu-
lation of new mixed bus fleet optimization scenarios.
Particularly, this section approaches three of the main issues found during the development
process: retrieving elevation data, modelling bus stops and routes and integrating multiple Simulink
instances with SUMO.
4.5.1 On elevation data retrieval
Only recently did SUMO start supporting elevation data in its network files. As such, it is safe to
assume that a significant amount of previous work in SUMO networks did not include any kind
of elevation data in the urban network definitions. For example, the Aliados network file, used by
Macedo et al. [MKS+], was lacking this information. As previously stated in this dissertation,
elevation data is of high importance to the study of electric vehicle operations. To fulfil this need,
the work on this dissertation included a brief study on possible approaches to add elevation data
to SUMO network files.
The study was presented on CISTI’2016 - 11th Iberian Conference on Information Systems
and Technologies [SPRO16] and resulted on the development of a tool that automatically retrieves
elevation data for a given SUMO network file, using the Google Maps Elevation API [Goo16].
In addition, this tool can also be integrated on a HLA environment and be used for occasional
elevation data queries. The execution flow of the tool is described in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Summary of the elevation data retrieval tool’s execution flow
(a) SUMO GUI with strictly 2D information. (b) SUMO GUI with 3D information, displaying route
inclination data.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of the SUMO GUI with and without elevation data.
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In addition, in Figure 4.9 the reader can see an example comparison of the SUMO GUI with
and without elevation data. In Figure 4.9b the GUI is colouring the network roads according to
their inclination, using the newly added elevation data.
4.5.2 On bus stop and route modelling
After having a satisfactory modelling of the general urban network, it is usually necessary to add
information regarding bus stop location to the network. In addition, to have a proper simulation
of bus trips, it is also necessary to describe the routes every single bus is supposed to travel, either
by specifying the actual path taken or the bus stop sequence to visit. In reality, a proper modelling
of the public transit operations in a region would require even further detail, such as how long to
wait in each stop, the number of passengers using the service, and even data such as driver shift
changes and other fleet management information.
Especially for the case of Portugal, this data is complicated to find available to the public, at
least not in a format easy to retrieve using software tools. OpenStreetMap users often take some
efforts to model this information on their home regions, but specifically for Porto, Portugal, this
data is still somewhat lacking. This means network files generated from the service will not have
bus stops properly modelled or any kind of bus line related information.
During the phase of this dissertation when the possibility of using SUMO to simulate mixed
bus fleet scenarios was being studied, previously to obtaining operational data by STCP, research
was made to try and find a solution to retrieve public transit data and add this information to SUMO
network files. During this time, the One.Stop.Transport (OST) API [TIC16a] was found, inserted
in the TICE.Mobilidade project [TIC16b]. This API provides access to some public transit data
for several regions in Portugal, including Porto. At the time of the research, the data found in the
API included bus stop location and sequence for a particular line and some (albeit incomplete) bus
scheduling data.
Using the described OST API, we implemented a tool to automatically retrieve information
for a STCP bus line and add it to a provided SUMO network. The following are the tool’s inputs
and outputs.
Inputs:
• Path to the SUMO network file being extended;
• Path to SUMO tools folder;
• Line number for the bus line to retrieve information for;
• Trip starting time. The retrieved information will be for the first trip found since the provided
starting time.
Outputs:
• SUMO XML file containing bus stop information and a created route corresponding to the
bus line passed as input.
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The tool receives as input a network file, a bus line number and a starting time. Then, it
retrieves from the API the information for the first trip found since the given starting time for
the specified bus line. The retrieved bus stop locations are converted to the SUMO geographic
projection specified in the network file, the network edges closest to these locations are found, and
the information is added to the network specification. Then, the sequence of bus stops specified by
the API is used to automatically generate a bus route for the given line. SUMO’s DUAROUTER
tool [DLR16a] is used to generate a shortest path route that passes through all the necessary bus
stops in the proper order. This execution flow is summarized in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Summary of the bus stop and route data retrieval tool’s execution flow
4.5.3 On integrating multiple Simulink instances
The last approached issue in this section concerns the integration of multiple Simulink model
instances with the SUMO simulator.
Macedo et al. [Mac13, MKS+] approached the problematic of using a high level architecture
to integrate SUMO with Simulink for the purpose of simulating electric vehicles to a high degree
of precision. The output of their work was an implementation of this architecture that integrated
successfully a single instance of the SUMO simulator with a single instance of a Simulink model.
However, if we want to consider more than a single electric vehicle in the bus fleet, during
simulation, we need to have more than one instance of Simulink running. While the HLA concept
is perfectly compatible with multiple instances of a single simulator, the working prototypes by
Macedo et al. did not allow such an integration. For starters, these prototypes relied on the Pitch
pRTI [Pit16] simulation infrastructure, which is a commercial product whose free license only
allows a maximum two simulator instances running at any given time. Secondly, the developed
code did not account for a communication protocol between SUMO and more than one instance
of Simulink.
Thus, part of this dissertation’s contributions was the development of an extension to the HLA
implementation of Macedo et al.. The run-time environment was changed to the Portico Project
[PF16], an open-source implementation of the HLA standard. This removed the underlying lim-
itation of Pitch pRTI of only two HLA federates running at any given time. After this, both the
SUMO and the Simulink federates were modified in order to account for parallel instances of
Simulink being run.
The latter modification implied modifying the SUMO Federate code to know exactly how
many electric vehicles were present in the simulation and keep track of their information and
their corresponding Simulink models. At each step of the simulation, the updated values on these
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vehicles have to be individually sent over the run-time environment to the corresponding Simulink
Federates. These federates need to be subscribed to updates on the correct vehicles as well and
process this information at each step to update their models. After the update is performed, the
new data must be sent back to SUMO.
The main challenge of this implementation was ensuring the correct publish and subscription
behaviours both on the SUMO Federate and the Simulink ones. For one vehicle, the behaviour
is essentially publishing and subscribing data on the only electric vehicle instance available on
the run-time environment. For multiple vehicles, each Simulink Federate must know exactly what
vehicle instance concerns it, and the SUMO Federate must know the correct mappings in order
to distribute the data correctly. The current prototype seems to perform these operations correctly
and, so far, three different electric buses were able to be simulated with recourse to three different
Simulink instances. At the time being, no tests were performed to investigate how scalable sim-
ulations with multiple Simulink instances are. It is a real possibility that simulating a fleet with
many electric vehicles proves to be infeasible in a single machine.
The properly documented, modified code is to be made publicly available after further testing
is performed.
4.6 Summary
The aim of this chapter was to provide the reader with some specific details regarding the work de-
veloped during the course of the dissertation. It begun by describing with detail the full process of
storing, preparing and retrieving information from the data provided by STCP, used in these stud-
ies. Next, a description on the Simulink model used to simulate energy consumption values was
made, while detailing the MATLAB code implemented to run the simulation efficiently for the full
extent of the data set. After this, the reader was shown the specification of the evolutionary solver
that was implemented, focusing on the main implementation challenges and configuration details.
After this followed a brief section describing how RapidMiner was used to create a clustering
process, attempting to provide the reader with the necessary steps to follow in order replicate such
an approach. Lastly, the main challenges of using SUMO to simulate new public transit scenarios
were brought to light, with a brief explanation of how these were approached.
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Results and Analysis
This chapter presents to the user the description of the experimental setup and results of the study
performed on the STCP data. In detail, we analyse the results of applying the evolutionary solver
to the data in order to find good configurations of mixed fleets for a given period of operations.
5.1 Mixed Bus Fleet Applied to a Real Scenario - Study Results
5.1.1 Experimental setup
The evolutionary solver was run individually for each day in the 09/05/2016 - 16/05/2016 (Monday
to Monday) operation period.
A first set of experiments included the vehicle purchase costs in the solver’s cost function. The
solver was run once for each day of the entire period of operations while considering only CNG
and Diesel buses in the fleet, with a maximum of a 50% ratio of CNG buses. These runs had the
objective of gathering data in a fleet scenario consistent with STCP’s current one, with no electric
buses, in order to serve as a comparison baseline. Then, the solver was executed again for the
whole period of operations, but this time considering electric vehicles in the fleet.
A second set of experiments consisted in the same procedure as the first one, but now without
considering vehicle purchase costs, in order to evaluate allocation outputs based on the cost impact
solely related to fuel and energy costs.
After analysing and comparing these two sets of experiments, a brief sensitivity analysis was
performed on the variation of electric vehicle purchase cost and extra battery autonomy.
For reference, Table 5.1 summarizes the input values used in the experiments, along with their
respective sources. Many of these inputs are described in detail in Section 3.2.1 of this document.
It is important to note that the electric bus model considered during the tests was the CaetanoBus
2500 EL [Cae16]. CNG and Diesel vehicle purchase costs were based on average estimations
[AdE16].
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Table 5.1: Reference of input values used and respective sources.
Parameter Value Description
Electric Vehicle Cost 500 000 C Initial purchase cost of a CaetanoBus 2500 EL electric
bus [Cae16].
CNG Vehicle Cost 180 000 C Estimated initial purchase cost of a CNG bus
[AdE16].
Diesel Vehicle Cost 150 000 C Estimated initial purchase cost of a Diesel bus
[AdE16].
Electric Bus Purchase Discount 0% - 50% Discount on the initial purchase cost of an electric bus.
CNG Bus Purchase Discount 0% Discount on the initial purchase cost of a CNG bus.
(Not considered in this study.)
Diesel Bus Purchase Discount 0% Discount on the initial purchase cost of a Diesel bus.
(Not considered in this study.)
Electricity Cost 0.1402 C / kWh Price of electricity per kWh. Retrieved from electric-
ity cost for industry, in Portugal [POR16].
CNG Fuel Cost 0.0009 C / g Price of CNG fuel, per gram [MAN16].
Diesel Fuel Cost 0.0011 C / ml Price of Diesel fuel, per milliliter [MAN16].
Electricity Discount 0% - 50% Discount on electricity costs.
CNG Discount 0% Discount on CNG fuel costs. (Not considered in this
study.)
Diesel Discount 0% Discount on Diesel fuel costs. (Not considered in this
study.)
Electric Bus Energy Consumption Variable, in kWh Energy consumption for a particular trip, as simulated
with the Simulink model.
CNG Bus Fuel Consumption 510 g / km CNG fuel consumption for a particular trip [HJF+13].
Diesel Bus Fuel Consumption Variable, in ml Diesel fuel consumption for a particular trip, based on
HBEFA [KKH+99, INF16].
NOx GWP 68 NOx global warming potential over 100 years [LA90].
CO GWP 2 CO global warming potentialover 100 years[LA90].
Diesel CO2 Emissions Variable, in mg HBEFA CO2 emissions for a Diesel bus, for a partic-
ular trip [KKH+99, INF16].
Diesel NOx Emissions Variable, in mg HBEFA NOx emissions for a Diesel bus, for a partic-
ular trip [KKH+99, INF16].
Diesel CO Emissions Variable, in mg HBEFA CO emissions for a Diesel bus, for a particu-
lar trip [KKH+99, INF16].
CNG CO2 Emissions 72% of Diesel values CNG bus CO2 emissions relative to a Diesel bus, for
a particular trip [MUR05].
CNG NOx Emissions 20% of Diesel values CNG bus NOx emissions relative to a Diesel bus, for
a particular trip [dR01].
CNG CO Emissions 50% of Diesel values CNG bus CO emissions relative to a Diesel bus, for a
particular trip [dR01].
EV Emissions (CO2 + NOx + CO) 0 Electric bus tailpipe emissions (none).
Extra Battery Percentage 0% - 100% Percentage of extra battery allowed when studying
electric bus autonomy.
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5.1.2 Solver results considering initial vehicle purchase costs
As mentioned before, the first set of experiments made were with vehicle purchase costs consid-
ered in the cost function, evaluated over the operations period of 09/05/2016 to 16/05/2016. Each
day generated an approximate Pareto frontier of around 100 solutions. From these, three solutions
for each day were selected as representative of the frontier:
Emissions tradeoff - The first type of solution selected is the one that trades total costs for
minimising emissions as much as possible. Table 5.2 summarizes the baseline results (with no
electric buses) for this tradeoff solution, while Table 5.3 shows the same tradeoff solutions but for
mixed fleets with electric vehicles.
Table 5.2: Baseline values table for solutions with vehicle purchase cost included and with mini-
mum emissions.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 75787.374 62548867.439 0 189 190 379
10/05/2016 77135.822 62729279.069 0 190 190 380
11/05/2016 75075.653 62068836.387 0 188 188 376
12/05/2016 75530.403 64048911.462 0 194 194 388
13/05/2016 74995.421 64378524.178 0 195 195 390
14/05/2016 43539.637 39948016.112 0 121 121 242
15/05/2016 31760.1 36133870.869 0 109 110 219
16/05/2016 76194.278 63209082.112 0 191 192 383
Table 5.3: Mixed fleet values table for solutions with vehicle purchase cost included and with
minimum emissions.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 76558.689 62548933.61 0 189 190 379
10/05/2016 77666.178 62729511.17 0 190 190 380
11/05/2016 75671.199 62068820.99 0 188 188 376
12/05/2016 75950.047 64369153.24 1 193 194 388
13/05/2016 75857.569 64318709.42 0 193 197 390
14/05/2016 43946.317 39948054.44 0 121 121 242
15/05/2016 32069.234 36133876.24 0 109 110 219
16/05/2016 76975.616 63149131.45 0 189 194 383
Total cost tradeoff - The second type of solution selected is the one that minimises total overall
cost at the expense of pollutant emissions reduction. Table 5.4 summarises the baseline results
for this tradeoff solution, while Table 5.5 shows the same tradeoff solutions for mixed fleets with
electric vehicles.
Median emissions and total cost - Lastly, this type of solution takes on a “best of both worlds”
approach, representing a middle-ground between emissions reduction and total cost minimisa-
tion. Table 5.6 summarises the baseline results for this approach, while Table 5.7 shows the same
middle-ground solutions for mixed fleets with electric vehicles.
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Table 5.4: Baseline values table for solutions with vehicle purchase cost included and with mini-
mum total cost.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 57571049.46 104651.576 0 23 356 379
10/05/2016 57691630.036 106986.747 0 22 358 380
11/05/2016 57150799.274 104276.886 0 24 352 376
12/05/2016 58861224.985 105944.577 0 21 367 388
13/05/2016 59100989.096 105456.499 0 19 371 390
14/05/2016 36438968.022 64837.563 0 4 238 242
15/05/2016 32894215.621 48858.119 0 1 218 219
16/05/2016 58111332.446 106178.923 0 21 362 383
Table 5.5: Mixed fleet values table for solutions with vehicle purchase cost included and with
minimum total cost.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 58590561.1 98859.41 0 57 322 379
10/05/2016 58531150.92 101992.635 0 50 330 380
11/05/2016 57960509.92 99296.813 0 51 325 376
12/05/2016 60060609.67 98357.012 0 61 327 388
13/05/2016 60450307.7 97157.699 0 64 326 390
14/05/2016 36798739.09 62534.173 0 16 226 242
15/05/2016 33254132.27 46496.717 0 13 206 219
16/05/2016 59100877.25 99982.38 0 54 329 383
Table 5.6: Baseline values table for solutions with vehicle purchase cost included and median
emissions and total cost values.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 89589.736 60000084.485 0 104 275 379
10/05/2016 91517.847 60060781.571 0 101 279 380
11/05/2016 89056.316 59549868.308 0 104 272 376
12/05/2016 89934.46 61380030.319 0 105 283 388
13/05/2016 89547.58 61679768.368 0 105 285 390
14/05/2016 53528.051 38118361.792 0 60 182 242
15/05/2016 39670.984 34363954.864 0 50 169 219
16/05/2016 90440.899 60570376.768 0 103 280 383
Table 5.7: Mixed fleet values table for solutions with vehicle purchase cost included and median
emissions and total cost values.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 87049.732 60569800.65 0 123 256 379
10/05/2016 89141.723 60570318.81 0 118 262 380
11/05/2016 88035.972 59879649.59 0 115 261 376
12/05/2016 86526.961 62069773.77 0 128 260 388
13/05/2016 85966.596 62369349.67 0 128 262 390
14/05/2016 52926.193 38238431.4 0 64 178 242
15/05/2016 38312.129 34604077.14 0 58 161 219
16/05/2016 88610.537 60960275.3 0 116 267 383
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As the reader can check, of the three types of tradeoffs, only the one focusing on optimizing
emissions actually allocated electric buses to the fleet (column MinEmissionsEV), in the solution
respective to 12/05/2016, in comparison to the baseline results. In addition, the corresponding
emissions value and total costs were higher for that day, in comparison with the baseline solu-
tion, showing that specific fleet configuration to actually be worse than the corresponding solution
without electric vehicles.
Due to the absence of electric vehicles in the fleet in the rest of the solutions shown, those
specific fleet allocations will not be discussed any further, as they are outside the scope of this
dissertation. Section 5.1.4 help understanding such results.
5.1.3 Results considering fuel costs and pollutant emissions only
Due to the inability to find relevant solutions when including vehicle purchase costs in the evalua-
tion function of the solver, a suite of experiments similar to the one in Section 5.1.2 was performed
without considering such costs in the solver. The resulting solutions were evaluated in a similar
manner as well, by selecting the ones according to the same emissions and total cost tradeoff, as
well as the median solutions in the Pareto frontier.
Due to the significant difference in the number of trips and fleet composition, weekend opera-
tion days were not considered in the comparisons with the baseline values.
Emissions tradeoff - We can now see that, in comparison with the previous analysis, the found
solutions consider electric vehicles in the fleet every day. For each day, we can calculate how lower
both the emissions and costs are in comparison with the baseline solutions and see that these fleets
mixed with electric vehicles allow decreased pollutant emissions and actually save on the total
costs with fuel and electricity. These reductions are shown in Table 5.10.
In total, for the operations period, the reduction in pollutant emissions is of approximately
8161 kg CO2e and there is reduction in fuel costs of about C1765, when comparing with the
baseline solutions. Fleets were configured with approximately 24 electric buses (on average), per
day. Table 5.10 shows the emissions and cost reduction against the baseline solutions of the same
type, for each day.
Perhaps more interesting is analysing the emissions and cost differences against other types of
baselines. We can see, in Table 5.11, that the emissions favouring fleet configurations benefit of
a large reduction in emissions, especially in comparison with a cost favouring baseline. However,
when it comes to fuel costs its more expensive than that same baseline.
Total cost tradeoff - Doing a similar analysis to Table 5.12 and Table 5.13, regarding the tradeoff
benefiting total cost reduction, we can see fleet configurations consisting on a similar quantity of
electric buses. Regarding the benefits against the baseline values favouring cost reduction, we can
witness on Table 5.14 a reduction in emissions totalling on approximately 12131 kg CO2e for the
whole period of operations. On total costs, there is an improvement of C1010.
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Table 5.8: Baseline values table for solutions with no vehicle purchase costs and with minimum
emissions.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 76006.266 28632.157 0 189 190 379
10/05/2016 77277.557 29171.622 0 190 190 380
11/05/2016 75523.44 28568.052 0 188 188 376
12/05/2016 75767.91 28734.667 0 194 194 388
13/05/2016 75193.308 28427.017 0 195 195 390
14/05/2016 43659.028 17960.317 0 121 121 242
15/05/2016 31849.615 13831.065 0 109 110 219
16/05/2016 76501.694 28870.558 0 191 192 383
Table 5.9: Mixed fleet values table for solutions with no vehicle purchase costs and with minimum
emissions.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 74095.022 28238.086 27 189 163 379
10/05/2016 76142.654 28836.772 23 190 167 380
11/05/2016 74528.145 28252.756 21 188 167 376
12/05/2016 73923.832 28540.17 30 194 164 388
13/05/2016 74126.108 28071.664 24 195 171 390
14/05/2016 41052.282 17523.76 30 121 91 242
15/05/2016 28961.293 13382.483 43 109 67 219
16/05/2016 75293.714 28699.079 19 191 173 383
Table 5.10: Reduction from baseline values for an emissions reduction favouring tradeoff (pur-
chase costs not considered).
Day of operations Emissions reduction (kg CO2e) Cost reduction (C)
09/05/2016 1911.24 394.07
10/05/2016 1134.90 334.85
11/05/2016 995.30 315.30
12/05/2016 1844.08 194.50
13/05/2016 1067.20 355.35
16/05/2016 1207.98 171.48
Total 8160.70 1765.55
Table 5.11: Emission and cost reduction for emissions reduction favouring solution type, in com-
parison with the baseline values.
Emissions reduction (kg CO2e) Cost reduction (C)
Versus emission favouring baseline 8160.70 1765.55
Versus cost favouring baseline 20616.04 -626.23
Versus median valued baseline 12857.31 264.68
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Table 5.12: Baseline values table for solutions with no vehicle purchase costs and with minimum
costs.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
10/05/2016 28706.915 79543.197 0 190 190 380
11/05/2016 28177.138 77677.326 0 188 188 376
12/05/2016 28365.703 77840.311 0 194 194 388
13/05/2016 28038.879 77211.208 0 195 195 390
14/05/2016 17653.007 45636.862 0 121 121 242
15/05/2016 13518.27 34427.234 0 109 110 219
16/05/2016 28504.279 78549.648 0 191 192 383
Table 5.13: Mixed fleet values table for solutions with no vehicle purchase costs and with mini-
mum costs.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 27965.236 75547.357 27 189 163 379
10/05/2016 28558.446 77397.407 23 190 167 380
11/05/2016 27978.339 76118.474 21 188 167 376
12/05/2016 28170.514 76064.377 30 194 164 388
13/05/2016 27927.692 74934.206 24 194 172 390
14/05/2016 17261.058 42736.181 30 121 91 242
15/05/2016 13129.16 31132.416 43 109 67 219
16/05/2016 28402.065 76532.791 19 191 173 383
Table 5.14: Reduction from baseline values for a total cost favouring tradeoff (purchase costs not
considered).
Day of operations Emissions reduction (kg CO2e) Cost reduction (C)
09/05/2016 2356.47 254.15
10/05/2016 2145.79 148.47
11/05/2016 1558.85 198.80
12/05/2016 1775.93 195.19
13/05/2016 2277.00 111.19
16/05/2016 2016.86 102.21
Total 12130.90 1010.01
Table 5.15: Emission and cost reduction for total cost reduction favouring solution type, in com-
parison with the baseline values.
Emissions reduction (kg CO2e) Cost reduction (C)
Versus emission favouring baseline -324.44 3401.78
Versus cost favouring baseline 12130.90 1010.01
Versus median valued baseline 4372.18 1900.91
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Analysing Table 5.15 we see a large cost benefit, of around C3402, versus the emission reduc-
tion favouring baseline, but at the consequence of an increase in pollutant emissions, despite the
presence of electric vehicles in the fleet. However, against the middle-ground baseline, there are
solid advantages in using this configuration, both emissions and cost reduction wise.
Median emissions and total cost - Repeating once again the analysis to solutions on the “middle-
ground” of pollutant emissions to fuel costs, we see a fleet configuration very similar to the previ-
ous ones, in Table 5.17. When comparing with the baseline values in Table 5.16 we see a reduction
in emissions for every single day of operations under study, along with a corresponding reduction
in fuel costs. Summed up, these differences account for a total reduction of 9519 kg CO2e in
pollutant emissions and a reduction in costs of C1350, as shown in Table 5.18.
Table 5.16: Baseline values table for solutions with no vehicle purchase costs and median emis-
sions and total cost values.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
10/05/2016 78092.759 28872.449 0 190 190 380
11/05/2016 76307.87 28323.331 0 188 188 376
12/05/2016 76639.457 28518.153 0 194 194 388
13/05/2016 75904.162 28184.196 0 195 195 390
14/05/2016 44365.329 17768.89 0 121 121 242
15/05/2016 32766.958 13632.13 0 109 110 219
16/05/2016 77258.304 28637.064 0 191 192 383
Table 5.17: Mixed fleet values table for solutions with no vehicle purchase costs and median
emissions and total cost values.
Day of operations Emissions (kg CO2e) Total cost (C) No. EVs No. CNG No. Diesel Total vehicles
09/05/2016 74691.407 28038.467 28 189 162 379
10/05/2016 76432.717 28669.102 23 190 167 380
11/05/2016 75063.438 28053.802 21 188 167 376
12/05/2016 74721.243 28309.662 30 194 164 388
13/05/2016 74619.102 27992.312 24 195 171 390
14/05/2016 41694.749 17363.056 30 121 91 242
15/05/2016 29813.098 13216.615 43 109 67 219
16/05/2016 75919.903 28489.033 19 191 173 383
As expected, while not witnessing emissions or cost reductions as large as in the previous
tradeoff analyses, we see steady improvements when comparing with all the baselines for the
other types of solutions. These values are shown in Table 5.19.
Studying fleet costs - Now that we have analysed three different types of solution tradeoffs we
must pay attention to the fact that the added cost when buying an electric bus instead of a CNG
or Diesel counterpart is extremely important when making fleet management decisions. So, these
costs were not ignored in this set of experiments. Instead, the purchase costs were used to evaluate
the solutions devised by the solver after-the-fact. So, using the same set of solutions considered
so far in this analysis, a study on the total cost of the bus fleets was made.
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Table 5.18: Reduction from baseline values for middle-ground (median) solutions (purchase costs
not considered).
Day of operations Emissions reduction (kg CO2e) Cost reduction (C)
09/05/2016 2072.83 329.54
10/05/2016 1660.04 203.35
11/05/2016 1244.43 269.53
12/05/2016 1918.21 208.49
13/05/2016 1285.06 191.88
16/05/2016 1338.40 148.03
Total 9518.98 1350.83
Specifically, the average fleet composition was estimated both for the baseline solutions and
the ones including electric vehicles. The average baseline fleet was considered to be composed of
191 CNG buses and 191 Diesel buses. For the average fleet with electric vehicles, the composition
considered was 24 electric buses, 191 CNG buses and 167 Diesel counterparts. The total length
of these fleets is 382 vehicles.
Considering costs of C180 000 per CNG bus and C150 000 per Diesel bus, we have a total
value of C63 030 000 for the baseline fleet. As for the mixed EV fleet, considering the full value of
C500 000 per electric vehicle, we get a total cost of C71 430 000, hence a 13%, or C8 400 000,
increase. Considering the amount of fuel costs saved per operation day, for each of the solution
types against their respective baselines, it is possible to estimate the amount of time it would take
to recuperate the additional investment in the fleet - the break even point.
Since the cost per electric vehicle is considerably high in comparison with the other typologies,
an analysis was made in order to estimate the variation on the break even point if we cut the electric
vehicle prices. Figure 5.1 shows its results.
As it is possible to see, the break even points for full-price electric vehicle fleets are longer
than 100 years. In fact, the break even point lowers very slowly with the discount variation, still
exceeding 30 years even with half-priced vehicles.
5.1.4 A brief sensitivity analysis
We decided to further study the impact of electric vehicle purchase costs and autonomy on the
break even point of investment.
Table 5.19: Emission and cost reduction for median valued solution type, in comparison with the
baseline values.
Emissions reduction (kg CO2e) Cost reduction (C)
Versus emission favouring baseline 4822.37 2851.69
Versus cost favouring baseline 17277.70 459.92
Versus median valued baseline 9518.98 1350.83
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Figure 5.1: Break even analysis for different solution approaches.
Autonomy increase analysis against a baseline fleet considering purchase costs in the evalu-
ation function - Due to the not very useful results in Section 5.1.2, whose fleet configurations
contained no electric vehicles, we first decided to see if extending the vehicle autonomy would
translate into an increase of electric vehicles in the fleet, even when considering full purchase
costs in the evaluation functions. The sensitivity analysis was performed on the extra battery per-
centage parameter, for the operations day of 10/05/2016, a Tuesday. The analysis was made on
a single day to minimise the total run-time needed to gather all the data. Tuesday was chosen
assuming it to be a neutral operational day in the week (for example, Fridays could see an increase
in passenger movement, weekends would see less trips, etc.). The results were compared to the
baseline fleet described in Section 5.1.3 for 10/05/2015, consisting in 190 CNG buses and 167
diesel ones, totalling a fleet size of 357 vehicles.
To reach our figures, we performed the sensitivity analysis by running the solver considering
an extra amount of battery for the electric buses, ranging from +0% to +100%, in increments
of 10%. We calculated the vehicle cost difference between the baseline fleet and each of the
fleets configured in the sensitivity analysis, for each extra battery level, and for each solution
typology (to remind, emission favouring tradeoff solutions, total cost favouring solutions, and
median valued solutions). Then, by estimating the savings in fuel costs during the course of the
operations day, in comparison to the baseline fleet results, we could estimate the amount of time
required for those savings to compensate the extra vehicle investments. Figure 5.2 illustrates the
results obtained for emission reduction favouring solutions, showing the connection between the
extra autonomy considered, the number of electric vehicles configured for the fleet and the amount
of years it would take to reach a break even point. Please note that these values consider a full
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Figure 5.2: Break even and electric bus allocation analysis in relation to extra battery percentage.
Notice the proportional reduction in years to reach the break even point to the number of electric
vehicles in the fleet, for > 30% extra battery.
electric bus cost of C500 000. It is possible to conclude that for an extra battery autonomy of 30%
we start seeing significant increases in the number of electric vehicles in the fleet which translate
proportionately in reductions to the break even points. This seems to support the idea that, when
scaling the number of electric vehicles in the fleet, our fuel cost reduction benefits increase and
make the mixed fleets more economically viable.
The sensitivity analysis on this parameter for total cost favouring solutions and median valued
solutions did not show an increase in the number of electric vehicles in the fleet, in comparison
to the baseline solutions. As such we could not analyse the break even point for these solution
typologies.
Autonomy increase analysis against a baseline fleet without considering purchase costs in the
evaluation function - Another sensitivity analysis was made not considering vehicle purchase
costs initially in the solver’s evaluation function, in a similar fashion to the study in Section 5.1.3.
Vehicle purchase costs were considered a posteriori, in order to promote an increase in the number
of electric vehicles in the fleet, and properly analyse their impact in the break even point. For this
analysis, all three solution typologies obtained mixed fleet configurations with a balanced number
of electric vehicles, and thus they were all considered in this discussion. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4
illustrate the obtained results, showing the connection of extra battery autonomy to the break-even
point reduction and to the number of electric vehicles in the fleet, respectively.
We can see, once again, that there is a proportional reduction in the break even point as we
add more electric vehicles to our fleets. The results are somewhat irregular for extra battery values
lower than 30%, but seem to stabilize after that value.
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Figure 5.3: Break even analysis in relation to extra battery percentage, when vehicle purchase
costs are not considered.
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Figure 5.4: Electric bus allocation analysis in relation to extra battery percentage, when vehicle
purchase costs are not considered.
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Reducing electric vehicle purchase costs - Using the previously analysed values, we can study
how decreasing the electric vehicle purchase costs could further lower our break even point. Fig-
ure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the results for 25%, 50% and 70% discounts in the electric
vehicle purchase cost, respectively. Discounts higher than 70% were not analysed. We can see
that a break even point of around 55 years, for a 30% increased vehicle autonomy, for example,
lowers to 40, 20 and 5 years when increasing the vehicle cost discount up to 70%.
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Figure 5.5: Break even analysis in relation to extra battery percentage, with a 25% electric vehicle
price discount.
5.1.5 Considerations and discussion
The study performed using the evolutionary solver on the real operational data provided by STCP,
described so far in this chapter, allows us to make some interesting conclusions. Starting from the
first analysis made, we can conclude that the total purchase cost magnitude of a whole vehicle fleet
is too large in comparison with the fuel and energy costs for the solver to make proper optimiza-
tions in run time, at least with the current implementation. Thus, removing those costs allowed for
a second, more detailed analysis that showed us the impacts of electric vehicles in the mixed bus
fleets.
Since the solver gives us a Pareto frontier of possible solutions, an attempt to emulate a fleet
manager making tradeoff decisions was made. A fleet manager could decide to optimize the
pollutant emission reduction of the fleet, minimise the fuel costs or try and balance both objectives.
Thus resulting in the emission reduction favourable tradeoff, the cost reduction tradeoff and the
median valued approaches studied.
The study concluded that, in comparison with the baseline values for each respective tradeoff,
the fleet with electric vehicles performed better both considering pollutant emissions and fuel
costs. This happens because, while CNG buses are generally cleaner than Diesel buses, electric
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Figure 5.6: Break even analysis in relation to extra battery percentage, with a 50% electric vehicle
price discount.
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Figure 5.7: Break even analysis in relation to extra battery percentage, with a 70% electric vehicle
price discount.
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vehicles emit absolutely zero tailpipe pollutants. In addition, electricity comes generally at a lower
cost than diesel or natural gas. The only occasions when the fleet with electric buses performed
worse were when optimized for cost reduction and compared with an emission reduction optimized
conventional fleet, and when optimized for emissions reduction and compared with a conventional
fleet optimized for cost reduction. In these two occasions, pollutant emissions were worse, and
fuel costs were higher, respectively. As expected, the median valued fleets performed decently
against all three different baseline approaches.
The vehicle purchase cost analysis performed brought the attention to one of the main issues
with electric buses - their high entrance cost. In an economical point of view, the break even points
for the different fleet solutions were all infeasibly high. Only when reaching discount values of
over 65% do we reach acceptable break even points, of less than 10 years time. When taking into
account the predicted life time of the electric bus considered in the study, of 5-6 years [Cae16], it
starts to be complicated to justify such an investment. However, it is possible that when scaling
the number of electric vehicles in the fleet, despite the increased cost with each extra vehicle, we
can find an ideal fleet configuration whose corresponding fuel cost savings justify a lower break
even point. The studies found issues with the expected autonomy of the electric vehicles that may
have caused problems with scaling the number of EVs in the fleet.
In order to further study the impacts of the electric vehicle cost and autonomy, a sensitivity
analysis was performed on these characteristics. This sensitivity analysis was done for a single
operations day. We started by assuming a percentage of extra battery autonomy, in increments
of 10% until 100%, and analysing the effects on the number of electric vehicles allocated in the
fleet by the solver, as well as the effects on the total break even point for the fleet. For the case
where vehicle purchase costs were already considered by the solver, there were some inconclusive
irregularities with an extra autonomy value lower than 30%, however we can safely conclude that
with over 30% extra autonomy, there is a steady decline in the break even point. We can also
witness a negative correlation between the number of electric vehicles in the fleet and the break
even point. Fleets with larger numbers of electric vehicles in their configuration tend to have
lower break even points. When studying solutions that did not initially consider the purchase cost
of vehicles, we can also witness a decline in the break even point when increasing the electric
vehicle autonomy. As in the previous analysis, we also verify the negative correlation between the
number of electric vehicles and the years left until reaching the break even point.
Studying the possibility of increasing vehicle autonomy does not assume that the vehicles in
use would have their battery systems modified in order to provide larger battery sizes. Instead, we
consider that, for example, a 30% increase in autonomy means the electric bus gets to recharge
30% of its battery capacity, in some occasion, during its period of operation. In addition, other
technologies could be used in order facilitate this autonomy increase, such as photovoltaic pan-
els in the roof to power the AC system instead of draining further energy from the battery. For
example, the AddVolt project [Add16] explores such solutions.
Lastly, we briefly tested the impact of accumulating a discount in the vehicle purchase cost
with an increase in vehicle autonomy. We see that only with large discounts in the vehicle price
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can we significantly lower the break even point.
5.2 Road Profile Analysis and Clustering Results
In here we describe some results and interpretations pertaining to the clustering methodology ap-
plied to the STCP data. The process described in Section 3.3 was applied to the about 35 769
different trips in the database. The attributes used to perform the clustering were the average ve-
locity, number of accelerations, number of decelerations, number of descents, number of ascents,
average descent, average ascent, average acceleration, average deceleration, trip length and en-
ergy consumed. The results on this section correspond to a K value of 3. The reason for this is
that, while still giving useful information, a lower K would create large clusters that are harder to
analyse; a higher value of K starts creating clusters with a small number of examples each, and
with very similar centroid values amount each other.
Table 5.20: Centroid values for a k = 3 k-means clustering.
Cluster Avg. velocity No. accelerations No. decelerations No. descents No. ascents Avg. descent Avg. ascent Avg. acceleration Avg. deceleration Length Energy
cluster_0 17.67 47.25 43.49 36.95 37.38 -5.82 5.73 15.64 -17.44 16.41 38.50
cluster_1 19.84 22.33 21.11 19.70 19.90 -7.73 7.65 15.43 -16.63 9.30 17.72
cluster_2 14.57 32.48 29.89 25.93 25.79 -4.98 5.018 13.78 -15.43 10.17 29.29
Analysing the centroid table, Table 5.20, we can make a quick assessment of the average road
profiles in each cluster:
• Cluster 0, analysing the energy consumption values, seems to be the most demanding for
the bus engine. Besides having the longest average length of all clusters, it seems to have
a large number of “stop-and-go” situations, as the total number of braking and accelerating
situations is very high. In addition, it is a very hilly route profile, in comparison with the
other clusters, as the number of ascents and descents seems to indicate.
• Cluster 1 is the least demanding group of trips for electric vehicles. Energy consumption is
at its lowest and the average total length is the shortest of all clusters as well. It has a small
number of total ascents and descents and a comparatively small number of “stop-and-go”
situations, looking at the total accelerations and decelerations column. Nonetheless, this trip
has the highest average velocity and the highest average ascent and descent.
• Cluster 2, with regards to energy consumption and length, stands halfway between the other
two, despite being the one with lowest average velocity. The trips in this cluster are also
characterized by having average ascents and descents lower than the other clusters, despite
having a rather large number of ascents and descents, in total. So we can assume these trips
are hilly, but not with very high elevation variations.
Figure 5.8 shows the relationship between the total number of ascents in a trip and the respec-
tive consumed energy, with values grouped by cluster. We can see here how the energy consump-
tion generally increases with the number of ascents in a trip, and how trips with higher performance
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demands tend to be grouped in cluster 0, as described previously. A similar situation happens in
Figure 5.9, for the total number of accelerations.
Figure 5.8: Relationship between total number of ascents and consumed energy for a trip, grouped
by cluster.
5.2.1 Trip and line distribution per cluster
We analysed what cluster each of the trips in the case study belonged to. Table 5.21 shows this
distribution. We can see that the largest number of trips concentrates in cluster 2, representing
the middle level of energy demand for electric buses among the three clusters. A large number
of trips also concentrate in the high energy demand cluster, cluster 0. This trip distribution leads
to the conclusion that the bus network in analysis has an overall medium to high energy demand
profile for electric buses, requiring good autonomy on over half the total trips. This supports the
conclusions in the previous section regarding the impact of electric bus autonomy on the fleet
configurations.
Table 5.21: Trip distribution per cluster.
No. trips
Cluster 0 12345
Cluster 1 8756
Cluster 2 14668
One must note that different trips of the same line can belong to different clusters. As such,
for each line, the cluster that the highest number of its trips were grouped to was determined.
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Figure 5.9: Relationship between total number of accelerations and consumed energy for a trip,
grouped by cluster.
Table 5.22 shows a distribution of the number of lines per cluster most of their trips were grouped
into. The cluster with most lines is cluster 0, followed by cluster 2 and lastly cluster 1.
Table 5.22: Line distribution per cluster.
No. lines
Cluster 0 25
Cluster 1 22
Cluster 2 24
5.2.2 Association between solver fleet configurations and clusters
An analysis was made regarding the allocation of vehicle typologies on the fleet configuration
solutions obtained in Section 5.1.3, considering only fuel costs and pollutant emissions, and the
distribution of the corresponding trips in the different clusters. The results in Table 5.23 show
the distribution of trips travelled by electric buses in the three different clusters, for each of the
considered solution typologies. What we witness is that most of the trips performed by electric
buses are grouped in cluster 1, the least demanding group for electric vehicles, for all three solution
types. The rest of the trips are almost evenly distributed among clusters 0 and 2.
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Table 5.23: Distribution of electric bus trips per cluster, for the three solution typologies, not
considering vehicle purchase costs.
Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2
Emissions tradeoff 273 357 273
Total cost tradeoff 244 332 249
Median values 244 332 249
5.3 Summary
This chapter focused on presenting, describing and analysing the main results of this dissertation,
with focus on the results of the case study and of the cluster-based trip profiling.
The case study results allowed us to see the positive impacts of the integration of electric buses
in a bus fleet, in terms of pollutant emissions reduction and fuel cost reduction. However, the
results also warned us of the critical caveat of high electric vehicle purchase costs. A break even
point analysis done showed that the electric vehicle purchase cost needed to be discounted over
65% in order to break even in less than 10 years time. However, a sensitivity analysis indicated
that with a proper balance of extra vehicle autonomy and discounted vehicle purchase prices we
could reach the break even point faster.
The results on cluster profiling showed the possibility to group all the trips in three different
clusters, each having its own set of characteristics. By looking at these, we can then estimate
the expected demand on electric vehicles and profile the trips accordingly. The trip distribution
among the clusters suggests that the STCP bus network demands above average performance from
electric buses, due to the large number of trips associated with the clusters of medium and high
performance trip profiles. These results seem consistent with the conclusion that electric bus
autonomy greatly impacts the distribution of these vehicles in the mixed bus fleets devised for
this scenario. The fleet configuration solutions obtained by the solver, described in Section 5.1,
support the obtained cluster profiles, due to the allocation of the majority of electric buses to trips
of lower electric bus performance demand profiles.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 General remarks
The subject of transportation management has been approached by vast research over the years.
More recently, however, the concepts of sustainable transportation and intelligent transportation
systems have been growing in importance, as environmental issues increase in relevancy day after
day and the positive impacts of a smart, fine-tuned and efficient urban network become evident.
With the concept of a smartly managed city comes the necessity of a public transit system that
keeps up with the needs of its encompassing urban network. In the present times, a good public
transit system should correspond to high standards of environmental quality without becoming too
much of a financial burden or sacrificing service quality to its customers. The electrification of
transportation is a subject of increasing popularity, and one that should surely be explored in the
context of public transit.
In this dissertation, we approached that subject under the assumption of a conservative ap-
proach. While a promising technology, electric vehicles are generally expensive and, for the most
part, lack the robustness of their conventional counterparts. Due to this, implementing electric
vehicles in such a critical component of an urban network as the public transit system must be
done with caution. Considering the replacement of an entire fleet of conventional buses by electric
vehicles is infeasible by most public transit agencies and, under some criteria, may even be unde-
sirable. Taking this into account, this dissertation proposed and studied not the replacement but
the integration of electric vehicles in a public transit bus fleet of conventional vehicles. Existing
literature focuses on the individual evaluation of electric vehicles. In this work, we evaluated their
performance in conjunction with conventional vehicles in a mixed bus fleet.
We started by performing a review on concepts and tools useful for conventional and electric
vehicle management, focusing on some background on these vehicles, surveying transport systems
simulation approaches and the main components of electric vehicle management. In addition to
contextualizing the work done in this dissertation, this review also has the objective of providing
a starting point to further developments related to the approached themes.
We then analysed the integration of electric vehicles in a conventional bus fleet by studying a
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real scenario provided by STCP - Sociedade de Transportes Colectivos do Porto, the main pub-
lic transit service in the city of Porto, Portugal. Using an evolutionary algorithm framework, we
were able to devise mixed bus fleet configurations that took into account the minimisation of pol-
lutant emissions and operational costs simultaneously. We reached the conclusion that, analysing
a Pareto frontier of solutions, we are able to devise fleet configurations that consider tradeoffs
between pollutant emissions and operational costs. We can then choose the configuration that
most suits our management goal, be it reduction of pollutant emissions, minimisation of costs or
a balanced approach of both objectives. We could witness that, if not considering initial purchase
costs, mixed fleets with electric buses generally outperform conventional fleet configurations both
in pollutant emissions and fuel consumption costs, for configurations devised with similar objec-
tives in mind. Through this study, we have also seen how the increased cost of purchase of electric
buses, in relation to CNG or diesel buses, impacts negatively the viability of these mixed fleets.
We have seen that, for an average mixed fleet configuration, it takes a large amount of years to
reach the investment break even point. However, we must take into account that scaling the num-
ber of electric buses in the fleet could contribute to bring closer the break even point. In addition,
possibly increasing the autonomy of the electric bus over a day of operations (for example, by
charging more often) could contribute to making a high number of electric buses in the fleet more
viable, as indicated by the sensitivity analysis.
In addition to this, we proposed a clustering based methodology to perform bus trip profiling on
existing operational data. We have seen these clusters profile bus trips according to characteristics
with relevant impact on electric bus performance, such as how hilly a route is, how many “stop-
and-go” situations the vehicle faces, etc. These clusters help profiling new bus trips that do not
have all the operational data available to directly analyse, but a smaller and relevant subset of
characteristics. The cluster profiling done to the STCP bus network showed its above average
demand for electric bus performance, especially regarding autonomy. The results were supported
by the fleet configurations devised by the developed solver, which tended to allocate a larger
number of electric buses to trips grouped in the lowest electric bus performance demand cluster.
Furthermore, we studied how microscopic traffic simulation could be used to create new public
transit scenarios to analyse. We made evident the utility of this method, but also brought into
attention the complex and time demanding task it is to model an urban network properly, along
with other caveats.
In a broad conclusion to this work, we can attest to the potential of electric buses integrated in
conventional bus fleets. As the technology costs decrease, issues like high break even points start
to be mitigated and more options for fleet configuration arise, leading us to more cost-efficient
fleets, overall. Regardless of the progress in electric vehicles, the approaches proposed in this
dissertation should remain relevant and usable in different scenarios. In addition, the results of the
study should be sufficiently generalizable in order to serve as general recommendations for the
implementation of mixed bus fleets in different urban scenarios.
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6.2 Main contributions
In sum, the main contributions of this dissertation can be divided into three domains.
Technical contributions This work had as one of its results a mixed bus fleet configuration
tool that, given bus trip operational data and vehicle information as input data, can suggest multi-
ple fleet configurations that balance the pollutant emission reduction and total cost minimisation
objectives. Thus, it has the capability of working as a decision support tool for transportation
system managers. These developments should be open-sourced and made publicly available after
the conclusion of this work. On the subject of clustering for trip profiling, this work described
a comprehensive process to analyse and aggregate operational data and use it to determine rele-
vant clusters of data using k-means clustering. Regarding microscopic traffic simulation, a tool
for adding elevation data to pre-existent SUMO microscopic simulator network files was a result
of this dissertation. Alongside this, a tool to solve the issue of retrieving bus stop and bus route
information to use in SUMO simulations was also developed. Moreover, an extension on the work
of Macedo et al. [MKS+] resulted in the ability to integrate the SUMO simulator with multiple
instances of MATLAB Simulink models, in parallel. All the developments mentioned are to be
made publicly available soon with the necessary documentation, integrated in the MAS-Ter Lab
specification [ROB07], which incorporates the concept of Artificial Transportation Systems and
Simulation [RL14, RLT11].
Scientific contributions Regarding scientific contributions, this work identified an overall fo-
cus of existing literature on the subject of private electric vehicles or entirely electrified vehicle
fleets. This dissertation helps bridging this gap by proposing conservative, mixed fleet approaches
of electric and conventional vehicles in public transit. Part of the methodology and results of this
case study originated an article submitted to the 19th IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems
Conference (ITSC 2016), currently awaiting review. The work performed on the issue of extend-
ing two-dimensional microscopic traffic simulations with elevation data brought some helpful ap-
proaches on a relevant problem for electric vehicle simulation. This work yielded a publication in
the CISTI’2016 conference, and an extended version was submitted to the Journal of Information
Systems Engineering & Management (JISEM) and is awaiting review.
Applicational contributions A significant part of the contributions of this dissertation are the
several conclusions and considerations drawn from a relevant, network-wide study on a real op-
erations scenario. While different case studies would output different results, such as different
fleet configurations, the main conclusions regarding the impact of electric vehicle cost, autonomy
and bus trip profiles on the performance of the mixed bus fleets are transversal to all public transit
scenarios. Furthermore, possible interpretations of cluster characteristics in the context of electric
vehicles in public transit were suggested and described and can be used for route and trip profiling
applications for electric bus fleet management. In addition, an approach to model and analyse
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new scenarios using microscopic traffic simulation was described, along with common issues and
caveats. In sum, this dissertation provides a set of approaches and considerations that can be used
on the application area of public transit management when considering mixed fleets of electric and
conventional buses.
6.3 Further Developments
As follow-up to this dissertation, it would be interesting to tackle some challenges that presented
during the work.
Extend the case study period of operations and objectives. Extending the present study to
a wider period of operations would give more confidence to the decisions and recommendations
devised. In addition, this would allow us to witness how scale affects the integration of electric
vehicles in conventional fleets. Furthermore, it would be interesting to consider the optimization
of other objectives when configuring the fleets, such as service quality metrics. The solver allows
easily extending the number of optimization objectives, meaning only a proper evaluation function
would need to be implemented. Considering a wide period of operations along with multiple
relevant objectives would provide us with even more realistic results.
Perform a more in-depth sensitivity analysis. As studied, both initial electric bus purchase cost
and battery autonomy have a strong impact on mixed fleet configurations. It would be of interest
to perform a sensitivity analysis spanning even more parameters over several days of operation to
see exactly the impact of each parameter and, if possible, estimate which would be the ideal values
for high-impact parameters.
Compare cluster profiles with solver configurations While both the evolutionary solver and
the cluster methodology provided us with interesting insights on the electric vehicle integration in
public transit, there was not much effort done in “combining” the information of both approaches.
For example, it would be interesting to analyse both approaches and try to find relevant relation-
ships between specific road profiles and fleet configurations.
Properly model the Porto urban network. Due to time constraints, the modelling of the Porto
urban network for simulation of scenarios was never properly fine-tuned to allow the simulation
of the whole transit system without problems. Thus, it would be helpful to finish this modelling in
the future and test solver configuration solutions with it.
Update input parameters. Some of the input data used for this study should be updated, such
as the emission factors provided by HBEFA3, in order to better ensure the accuracy of the case
results.
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Itinerary planning. Another interesting development to be added would be the capability of au-
tomatically generating optimal itineraries for each specific mixed bus fleet configuration, instead
of using the itineraries already planned by STCP. This would be useful due to the fact that opti-
mal paths for conventional buses may not remain optimal for electric vehicles, because of their
particularities, such as lower autonomy and sensitivity to road topology.
Charging station distribution. Different fleet configurations will result on different charge de-
mands for the electric vehicles that compose the fleets. It would be useful to study charging station
distribution and witness the impact on vehicle autonomy and usage within the bus fleet.
V2G and G2V considerations. Some electric vehicles, when charging their batteries, can de-
liver “unused” energy back into the power grid and receive compensation by the power companies
(vehicle-to-grid, or V2G). However, when many vehicles are charging at the same time (grid-to-
vehicle, or G2V), it becomes difficult for the power grid to properly balance these users. It would
be a relevant work to be able to take V2G and G2V values into account when configuring fleets.
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Appendix A
SQL queries for data preparation
This appendix lists an overview of the main SQL queries used to prepare the data in the Post-
greSQL database.
1 -- Create new geometry point column with converted WGS84 coordinates:
2 ALTER TABLE regposicao ADD COLUMN geom geometry(POINT, 4326)
3 UPDATE regposicao SET
4 geom = ST_Transform(ST_SetSRID(ST_MakePoint(CAST(replace(x, ’,’, ’.’) AS double
precision), CAST(replace(y, ’,’, ’.’) AS double precision)), 20790), 4326);
5
6 -- Remove rows with NULL coordinates:
7 DELETE FROM regposicao WHERE x IS NULL or y IS NULL;
8 DELETE FROM regposicao WHERE x = "0" or y = "0";
9
10 -- Find distinct trips and create the trip summary table:
11 CREATE TABLE viagens AS
12 SELECT * FROM
13 (SELECT DISTINCT ON(date_trunc(’day’, inicio_viagem), nr_linha, nr_viagem,
nr_veiculo) inicio_viagem, nr_linha, nr_veiculo, nr_viagem, sentido
14 FROM regposicao
15 WHERE nr_linha IS NOT NULL and nr_viagem IS NOT NULL and nr_viagem != ’0’ and
inicio_viagem IS NOT NULL ORDER BY nr_linha, date_trunc(’day’, inicio_viagem),
nr_viagem) q
16 ORDER BY nr_linha, inicio_viagem, nr_viagem;
17
18 -- Add a primary key:
19 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN id SERIAL PRIMARY KEY;
20
21 -- Create the trip registry table:
22 CREATE TABLE registo_viagens AS
23
24 SELECT viagens.id AS id_viagem, regposicao.data_trama, regposicao.x, regposicao.y,
25 regposicao.motorista, regposicao.nr_servico, regposicao.nr_turno,
26 regposicao.nr_ptparagem, regposicao.nr_ordem_paragem, regposicao.servico_km,
27 regposicao.inicio_servico, regposicao.velocidade, regposicao.geom
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28 FROM viagens
29 INNER JOIN regposicao
30 ON date_trunc(’day’, viagens.inicio_viagem) = date_trunc(’day’, regposicao.
inicio_viagem)
31 AND viagens.nr_linha = regposicao.nr_linha
32 AND viagens.nr_viagem = regposicao.nr_viagem
33 AND viagens.nr_veiculo = regposicao.nr_veiculo
34
35 ORDER BY data_trama;
36
37 -- Query to remove data frames of trips with less than 20 data frames (aprox. 10
minutes of registry):
38 DELETE FROM registo_viagens WHERE id_viagem in
39 (
40 SELECT id FROM (
41 SELECT id, COUNT(id) as count_id
42 FROM viagens, registo_viagens WHERE viagens.id = registo_viagens.id_viagem GROUP
BY id ORDER BY id
43 ) as sq
44 WHERE count_id < 20
45 );
46
47 -- Query to remove trips without any data frames (the ones affected by the previous
query):
48 DELETE FROM viagens WHERE id IN (
49
50 SELECT id
51 FROM viagens WHERE viagens.id NOT IN (
52 SELECT id_viagem FROM registo_viagens GROUP BY id_viagem
53 )
54 GROUP BY id ORDER BY id
55 );
56
57 -- Add elevation raster to the database:
58 -- raster2pgsql.exe -s 3035 -t 200x200 -I -C -M -d "*.tif" public.demelevation >
script3.sql
59 -- psql -d STCP_DADOS -f script3.sql -U postgres -q
60
61 -- Retrieve elevation for each point:
62 SELECT rid, ST_Value(rast, ST_SetSRID(point, 3035)) AS elevation, ST_AsText(point)
FROM demelevation, (
63 SELECT geom as point FROM regposicao LIMIT 20) AS foo
64 WHERE ST_Intersects(rast, ST_SetSRID(point, 3035));
65
66 -- Add elevation data to the data frames:
67 ALTER TABLE registo_viagens ADD COLUMN elevacao DOUBLE PRECISION;
68
69 WITH elevacoes as (
70 SELECT id, ST_Value(rast, ST_SetSRID(geom, 3035)) AS elevacao
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71 FROM demelevation, registo_viagens
72 WHERE ST_Intersects(rast, ST_SetSRID(geom, 3035))
73 )
74 UPDATE registo_viagens
75 SET elevacao = elevacoes.elevacao
76 FROM elevacoes
77 WHERE elevacoes.id = registo_viagens.id;
78
79 -- Add average velocity column to trip summary table:
80 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN velocidade_media NUMERIC;
81
82 WITH medias as (
83 SELECT id_viagem, AVG(velocidade) AS velocidade_media
84 FROM registo_viagens
85 GROUP BY id_viagem
86 )
87 UPDATE viagens
88 SET velocidade_media = medias.velocidade_media
89 FROM medias
90 WHERE medias.id_viagem = viagens.id;
91
92 -- Add column to the trip registry table with velocity differences between point:
93 ALTER TABLE registo_viagens ADD COLUMN delta_velocidade NUMERIC;
94
95 WITH diffs AS (
96 SELECT
97 id,
98 id_viagem,
99 velocidade,
100 coalesce(velocidade - lag(velocidade) OVER (PARTITION BY id_viagem ORDER BY
data_trama), 0) AS delta_velocidade
101 FROM
102 registo_viagens
103 )
104 UPDATE registo_viagens
105 SET delta_velocidade = diffs.delta_velocidade
106 FROM diffs
107 WHERE diffs.id = registo_viagens.id;
108
109 -- Add column to the trip registry table with elevation differences between point.
Only consider elevations > than 1 meter, else consider it to be 0:
110 WITH diffs AS (
111 SELECT
112 id,
113 id_viagem,
114 elevacao,
115 coalesce(elevacao - lag(elevacao) OVER (PARTITION BY id_viagem ORDER BY
data_trama), 0) AS delta_elevacao,
116 CASE WHEN ABS(delta_elevacao) < 1 THEN 0
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117 ELSE delta_elevacao
118 END AS delta_elevacao_formated
119 FROM
120 registo_viagens
121 )
122 UPDATE registo_viagens
123 SET delta_elevacao = diffs.delta_elevacao_formated
124 FROM diffs
125 WHERE diffs.id = registo_viagens.id;
126
127 -- Count the number of accelerations and decelerations with a value higher than 5
km/h and add to respective columns in the trip summary table.
128 -- Accelerations:
129 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN aceleracoes_maiores_5kmh BIGINT;
130
131 WITH contagem AS (
132 SELECT id_viagem,
133 coalesce(COUNT(delta_velocidade), 0) as aceleracoes_maiores_5kmh
134 FROM registo_viagens
135 WHERE delta_velocidade > 0
136 AND ABS(delta_velocidade) >= 5
137 GROUP BY id_viagem
138 )
139 UPDATE viagens
140 SET aceleracoes_maiores_5kmh = contagem.aceleracoes_maiores_5kmh
141 FROM contagem
142 WHERE contagem.id_viagem = viagens.id;
143
144 UPDATE viagens
145 SET aceleracoes_maiores_5kmh = 0
146 WHERE aceleracoes_maiores_5kmh IS NULL;
147
148 -- Decelerations:
149 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN travagens_maiores_5kmh BIGINT;
150
151 WITH contagem AS (
152 SELECT id_viagem,
153 coalesce(COUNT(delta_velocidade), 0) as travagens_maiores_5kmh
154 FROM registo_viagens
155 WHERE delta_velocidade < 0
156 AND ABS(delta_velocidade) >= 5
157 GROUP BY id_viagem
158 )
159 UPDATE viagens
160 SET travagens_maiores_5kmh = contagem.travagens_maiores_5kmh
161 FROM contagem
162 WHERE contagem.id_viagem = viagens.id;
163
164 UPDATE viagens
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165 SET travagens_maiores_5kmh = 0
166 WHERE travagens_maiores_5kmh IS NULL;
167
168 -- Count the number of ascents and descents and add the information to the trip
summary table.
169 -- Only the ascents code is shown here, descents is similar.
170 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN num_descidas BIGINT;
171
172 WITH contagem AS (
173 SELECT id_viagem, COUNT(delta_elevacao) as num_descidas
174 FROM registo_viagens
175 WHERE delta_elevacao < 0
176 GROUP BY id_viagem
177 )
178 UPDATE viagens
179 SET num_descidas = contagem.num_descidas
180 FROM contagem
181 WHERE contagem.id_viagem = viagens.id;
182
183 UPDATE viagens
184 SET num_descidas = 0
185 WHERE num_descidas IS NULL;
186
187 -- Calculate average accelerations and decelerations, as well as average ascents
and descents, and add to the respective columns.
188 -- Ascents and descents (only ascents code shown):
189
190 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN descida_media NUMERIC;
191
192 WITH contagem AS (
193 SELECT id_viagem, AVG(delta_elevacao) as descida_media
194 FROM registo_viagens
195 WHERE delta_elevacao < 0
196 GROUP BY id_viagem
197 )
198 UPDATE viagens
199 SET descida_media = contagem.descida_media
200 FROM contagem
201 WHERE contagem.id_viagem = viagens.id;
202
203 UPDATE viagens
204 SET descida_media = 0
205 WHERE descida_media IS NULL;
206
207 -- Accelerations and decelerations (only accelerations code shown):
208 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN aceleracao_media NUMERIC;
209
210 WITH contagem AS (
211 SELECT id_viagem, AVG(delta_velocidade) as aceleracao_media
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212 FROM registo_viagens
213 WHERE delta_velocidade > 0
214 GROUP BY id_viagem
215 )
216 UPDATE viagens
217 SET aceleracao_media = contagem.aceleracao_media
218 FROM contagem
219 WHERE contagem.id_viagem = viagens.id;
220
221 UPDATE viagens
222 SET aceleracao_media = 0
223 WHERE aceleracao_media IS NULL;
224
225 -- Calculate time differences between each data frame and add to the trip registry:
226 ALTER TABLE registo_viagens ADD COLUMN delta_tempo NUMERIC;
227
228 WITH diffs AS (
229 SELECT
230 id,
231 id_viagem,
232 data_trama,
233 coalesce(EXTRACT(EPOCH FROM (data_trama - lag(data_trama) OVER (PARTITION BY
id_viagem ORDER BY data_trama))), 0) AS delta_tempo
234 FROM
235 registo_viagens
236 )
237 UPDATE registo_viagens
238 SET delta_tempo = diffs.delta_tempo
239 FROM diffs
240 WHERE diffs.id = registo_viagens.id;
241
242 -- Calculate accumulated time differences:
243 ALTER TABLE registo_viagens ADD COLUMN delta_tempo_acum NUMERIC;
244
245 WITH diffs AS (
246 SELECT
247 id,
248 id_viagem,
249 data_trama,
250 delta_tempo,
251 SUM(delta_tempo) OVER (PARTITION BY id_viagem ORDER BY data_trama) AS
delta_tempo_acum
252 FROM
253 registo_viagens
254 )
255 UPDATE registo_viagens
256 SET delta_tempo_acum = diffs.delta_tempo_acum
257 FROM diffs
258 WHERE diffs.id = registo_viagens.id;
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259
260 -- The following queries count the total length of each trip using the "servico_km"
(total length of service up to that point, in km) column.
261 -- Services apparently can start and finish within the same trip. So we need to
calculate the increments in service length between each
262 -- data point, and if it gives us a negative increment it means a new service
started, and we ignore that negative value. Lastly, sum all increments.
263
264 -- Calculate "servico_km" increments, turning to zero the negative values:
265 ALTER TABLE registo_viagens ADD COLUMN delta_servico_km NUMERIC;
266 WITH diffs AS (
267 SELECT
268 id,
269 id_viagem,
270 elevacao,
271 coalesce(servico_km - lag(servico_km) OVER (PARTITION BY id_viagem ORDER BY
data_trama), 0.0) AS delta_servico_km,
272 CASE WHEN delta_servico_km < 0 THEN 0
273 ELSE delta_servico_km
274 END AS delta_servico_km_formatted
275 FROM
276 registo_viagens
277 )
278 UPDATE registo_viagens
279 SET delta_servico_km = diffs.delta_servico_km_formatted
280 FROM diffs
281 WHERE diffs.id = registo_viagens.id;
282
283 -- Accumulate the increments:
284 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN servico_km_acum NUMERIC;
285
286 WITH acum AS (
287 SELECT
288 id_viagem,
289 SUM(delta_servico_km) AS servico_km_acum
290 FROM
291 registo_viagens
292 WHERE
293 delta_servico_km >= 0
294 GROUP BY
295 id_viagem
296 )
297 UPDATE viagens
298 SET servico_km_acum = acum.servico_km_acum
299 FROM acum
300 WHERE acum.id_viagem = viagens.id;
301
302 -- Remove all data frames where total time since last capture point was over 900
seconds (15 minutes):
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303 DELETE FROM registo_viagens
304 WHERE id IN
305 (
306 SELECT registo_viagens.id
307 FROM registo_viagens,
308 (SELECT id_viagem, data_trama FROM registo_viagens
309 WHERE delta_tempo > 900
310 ORDER BY data_trama) as q1
311 WHERE registo_viagens.id_viagem = q1.id_viagem
312 AND registo_viagens.data_trama >= q1.data_trama
313 )
314
315 -- Remove all records with negative or null elevation values (coordinates in the
ocean are *very* likely to be errors):
316 DELETE FROM registo_viagens
317 WHERE elevacao <= 0;
318
319 -- Check there were no trips left with no data frames.
320
321 -- Add columns to insert data provided by the Simulink model to the trip summary
table:
322 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN energy NUMERIC;
323 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN regenEnergy NUMERIC;
324 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN batteryLevelAtEnd NUMERIC;
325 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN spentBatteryLevel NUMERIC;
326
327 -- Add columns to insert Diesel fuel consumption and emission data, to the trip
summary table:
328 ALTER TABLE public.viagens ADD COLUMN co_diesel_mg NUMERIC;
329 ALTER TABLE public.viagens ADD COLUMN co2_diesel_mg NUMERIC;
330 ALTER TABLE public.viagens ADD COLUMN pmx_diesel_mg NUMERIC;
331 ALTER TABLE public.viagens ADD COLUMN nox_diesel_mg NUMERIC;
332 ALTER TABLE public.viagens ADD COLUMN fuel_diesel_ml NUMERIC;
333
334 -- Add columns to insert CNG fuel consumption and emission data, to the trip
summary table:
335 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN co_cng_mg NUMERIC;
336 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN co2_cng_mg NUMERIC;
337 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN nox_cng_mg NUMERIC;
338 ALTER TABLE viagens ADD COLUMN fuel_cng_g NUMERIC;
339
340 -- Query to select all the different vehicles from a single day:
341 SELECT nr_veiculo from viagens WHERE date_trunc(’day’, inicio_viagem) = ’2016-05-15
’ GROUP BY nr_veiculo;
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Solver solution examples
B.1 Solution summary file
Table B.1 shows an example of a solution summary file outputed by the mixed fleet configuration
solver.
B.2 Vehicle allocation file
Table B.2 shows an excerpt from an example vehicle-to-trips allocation file outputted by the solver.
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